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Short, Sweet, and
to the Point . . .

One quick question - are you scheduled for this year’s GEFCO Training at the plant in Enid,
Oklahoma? There are many great training events throughout the year(s). Check with WWDRWWDR for
the up-to-date information. If you haven’t made arrangements yet, you better mark that down for
2020! Time seems to get away from us!

Don’t forget to go visit mom! Some of us can do that in person, but for some of us we say a
special prayer for her in heaven. Enjoy her now - life is far too short. 

Yes, the WWDRWWDR Team does COVER THE WORLD OF DRILLING! 
Accept NO imitations - there is only one true RESOURCERESOURCE.

850-547-0102
NEXT STOPS -   Energy Expo and Jubilee!

worldwidedrillingresource.com

Ed@Kathy@

Caleb@

Marcel@ Jan@

Bonnie@

Troy@

We Will See you on the trail! 

Michele@

This month we have the privilege of celebrating Mother’s Day and to take time to say
Thank-You to our brave American Military.

God Bless you and these United States of America.

With pen (computer) in hand . . .
Ronnie, Managing Publisher 

ronnie@worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Deployment Nears for Full-Body, Powered Industrial Exoskeleton
Adapted from Information by Sarcos® Robotics

Sarcos® Robotics develops robotic solutions to augment human workers. The company has made a number of significant
technological advancements for its highly anticipated Guardian XO Max full-body, powered industrial exoskeleton robotic sys-
tem. The company has completed the assembly of the world’s first all-electric, battery-powered, full-body industrial exoskeleton
capable of enabling a human operator to safely lift and manipulate up to 200 pounds for extended work sessions, and they
plan to start shipping the Guardian XO Max to customers in early 2020. 

With 17 years of development efforts, Sarcos has been laser-focused on ensuring the Guardian XO Max is safe, intuitive,
and power efficient. Initial testing has demonstrated an unprecedented reduction in power consumption, with the system re-
quiring less than 400 watts of power while walking at human speed. This reduction is more than a 90% decrease in power typ-

ically required for humanoid robots while enabling work sessions of up to eight hours on
a single charge. Furthermore, the unit is designed to allow its battery modules to be “hot
swapped” in the field within seconds without loss of power to the unit.

“There are many misperceptions regarding the commercial readiness and viability of
full-body industrial exoskeletons that are capable of substantially increasing human
strength and endurance, including the amount of power required to operate these ma-
chines,” said Ben Wolff, chairman and CEO of Sarcos Robotics. “With our innovations in
optimizing power utilization, Sarcos has been able to do what no other robotics company
in the world has been able to do with powered exoskeletons or humanoid robots - power
a human-scale robot doing meaningful work for up to eight hours on a single charge.”

The Guardian XO Max will usher in a new era of intuitive user experiences through
implementation of Sarcos’ proprietary advanced control system, called “Get-Out-of-the-Way”
control, which will simplify the operation and use of these suits. The control system is de-
signed to eliminate any delay between movement of the human operator and the exoskele-
ton by relying on a suite of sensors integrated into the exoskeleton, foregoing the need
for sensors to go directly onto the human body. The result is the capability of the Guardian
XO Max to respond to the human operator’s movements in milliseconds, allowing the op-
erator to intuitively control the robot in a way which leverages his or her instincts and re-
flexes, and minimizes the need for human training.

The exoskeleton will also reduce load strain to improve worker safety. Occupational back injuries cost U.S. employers
more than $100 billion annually, under-
scoring the need to improve worker
safety and provide a means to eliminate
strain on the body. The Guardian XO
Max has been designed to be full-body
and fully-powered, meaning the entire
weight of the suit, as well as its payload,
is transferred through the suit’s structure
to the ground. This results in offloading
100% of the weight the worker is bear-
ing, as well as the weight of the suit
itself, which substantially reduces the
operator’s metabolic output and drasti-
cally reduces the risk for worker strain or
injury.

John Santagate, research director at
the International Data Corporation (IDC)
said, “The potential for full-body, powered
exoskeleton technology is immense - from
giving our workers superhuman strength
without putting added strain on their
bodies, to improving productivity and
efficiency. Sarcos’ Guardian XO Max will
be a game changer for the industrial
workforce, improving strength and capa-
bilities, reducing the risk of injury on the
job, and increasing the quality of life and
longevity of workers.”
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by Tim Rasmussen

The truck donated by Wes Loomis of Loomis Truck and Tractor was finally ready.
The frame and bed had been lengthened, rear axle moved back, the hoist was rebuilt
and mounted, and a large generator was strapped to the bed along with some tanks
and other items. All was ready. Now to get it to Guatemala.

We usually ship trucks from Florida or Texas, and we have driven them down across Mexico, but it is a long drive. Gary
checked with our shipping agent and learned the port of Seattle would only handle containers, and this had to be shipped
“breakbulk cargo.” This is cargo or goods which must be loaded individually, and not in intermodal containers nor in bulk as
with oil or grain. Gary began to contact people who might have some ideas on how to do it. 

Finally, Gary was referred to an agent who had a connection to ship out of Tacoma, Washington, and eventually he was
in contact with Bryan O’Dell of Wallenius Wilhelmsen Ocean. They are a Norwegian/Swedish shipping company specializing
in shipping cars, trucks, and heavy equipment worldwide. They have large roll-on roll-off (RoRo in ship-speak) vessels.   

As it turned out (as it often does when the Good Lord is the shipping agent), Mr. O’Dell had been to Guatemala many
times and was very interested in what Water For Life (WFL) is doing there. He worked with his manager, the Pricing Team and
Operations and was able to elevate the request so as to get WFL a free ride on one of their vessels. The only charge from
them would be the charges of the “3rd party carrier” from Panama to Guatemala. The loading of the truck in Tacoma and ship-
ping to their hub in Panama was 100% free of charge. What a blessing for Water For Life and our donated truck. 

Gary’s nephew Don drove the truck on the shakedown run from Spokane to
Graham, Washington, which is near Tacoma. They took it to Jon Hansen who is a co-
owner of Tacoma Pump and Drilling, and a WFL volunteer. The truck made it into their
yard with no issues. This is a good truck!

Meanwhile, Gary and I worked on getting the paperwork together for the shipment.
There was some issue with getting the title released and properly in the name of Water
For Life. Wes Loomis took care of that. Gary had to sign a power of attorney for the
shipping company. I made up a document on WFL letterhead to certify Gary was its

vice president. Everything had to be notarized and looking as official as possible. We have learned that the more notarizations
and seals and ribbons attached to a document, the less trouble the Guatemalan officials seem to have with them. I guess if it
looks right, it is right.

As of this writing, the truck will be loaded onto the Wallenius Wilhelmsen Ocean vessel Oberon and must be in-gated to
the port on January 14. The Oberon will leave the port of Tacoma on January 18. I trust the truck will make the port, make the
ship, get through customs, and into our hands so it can start its second life in the highland jungles of Guatemala, bringing life
and health to the folks there.   

Thank you for all the good folks who made this possible. If you would like to be part of something good, part of something
that changes lives, part of something bigger than yourself, come and join us. If you can’t come, donate so someone who can

come, will.             
If you would like to help, 

contact Gary Bartholomew at 
509-466-5075 or 509-939-1941

Tim
Tim Rasmussen may be contacted

via e-mail to michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com

WTR
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Sponsorship available for special position
Hot Off the Press page.

Specific Hose for
Hydrostatic Drives

Hydrostatic drives are a widely used
method of power transmission, due to
their fast response times and ease of
speed regulation. Anaconda is the first
hose by Manuli Hydraulics designed
specifically to meet the challenges pre-
sented by these systems.

Hydrostatic drives often require short
lengths of hose in tight routing condi-
tions, such as the undercarriages of
construction and mining vehicles. This
can be troublesome, as shorter lengths
of hose tend to require a much higher
bending force than longer lengths of
the same hose, making them difficult to
install in compact environments.

Anaconda was manufactured to alle-
viate this complication with a reduced
bending force to suit difficult applica-
tions. Its very low minimum bend radius
exceeds the standard requirements -
making routing easier and reducing the
risk of kinks, even in these constricted
conditions.

Manuli also offers a dedicated fitting
to work seamlessly with Anaconda hose.
InterLock Plus is a robust, double-skive
solution for maximum reliability in very
high-pressure applications. SpiralFit is
the company’s no-skive solution for
aftermarket assembly of replacement
hoses.

For a link to this website, visit:
worldwidedrillingresource.com

https://www.manuli-hydraulics.com/manuli_product/anaconda-for-hydrostatic-drives/
http://www.ams-samplers.com
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Not�so,�

look�on�the�next
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Is Your Company
Heading to JUBILEE? 

Make sure to reserve your space on the
WWDRWWDR JUBILEE Pinpointer map so atten-
dees will know where to find your booth.

Space is limited!
Call 850-547-0102 for more information
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New Mineral Discovered in Israel
Adapted from Information by Shefa Yamim Exploration & Mining

An exploration company in Israel, Shefa Yamim, announced a new mineral has been
discovered in one of its gemstones, the Carmel Sapphire™, which is a newly discovered
type of corundum, the same mineral found in blue
sapphires and rubies. Although it is similar in appear-
ance to typical corundum, it is unlike any other sap-
phire in the world. This particular sapphire contains
a mixture of unusual minerals, including those found

in primitive meteorites. They occur in fragmental lavas which erupted from small volca-
noes on Mt. Carmel in the late Cretaceous period.

The newly recognized mineral within this special sapphire has been named
Carmeltazite. When it was first discovered by the company, it was given its name based
on the location of its discovery on Mt. Carmel (Carmel) and its major chemical compo-
nents, titanium, aluminum, and zirconium (Taz). It is part of the mineral assemblage found
as tiny inclusions inside the Carmel sapphire.

The International Mineralogical Association (IMA) Commission on New Minerals,
Nomenclature and Classification officially recognized carmeltazite under the number 2018-103.

Avi Taub, CEO of Shefa Yamim said, "We are delighted that our Carmel Sapphire™
has been recognized as a host to many rare minerals . . . The Carmel Sapphire™ is a
unique discovery because it has not been found anywhere else in the world . . . Studies of
[the] Carmel Sapphire™ and its new minerals mark another milestone in the Company's
journey as we continue our progress towards trial mining . . ."

In addition to Carmel sapphires, the company’s drilling and sampling of the prospect area
in Northern Israel has led to the discovery of blue sapphires, rubies, hibonites, and large natural moissanite crystals, as well as diamonds.

Editor’s Note: In between our print issues, the WWDRWWDR Team prepares an electronic newsletter called E-News FlashE-News Flash.
Based on readership, this was the most popular E-News FlashE-News Flash article of the month. Get in on the action and subscribe today at:

www.worldwidedrillingresource.com

EXB

http://www.worldwidedrillingresource.com/news-subscription.html
mailto:sales@starironworks.com
mailto:jfreligh@palatek.com
mailto:suzannehaag@sunrisedrillingsupply.com
mailto:sales@tandtcarbide.com
http://www.vanair.com/
mailto:druiz@windmill702.com
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Trump Signs Presidential Permit for Keystone XL

Recently, President Donald Trump issued a new Presidential Permit for Keystone XL pipeline project, bringing more
than ten years of environmental review to a close.

“President Trump has been clear that he wants to create jobs and advance U.S.
energy security, and the Keystone XL pipeline does both of those things,” said Russ
Girling, TransCanada’s president and chief executive officer. “We thank President

Trump for his leadership and steadfast support to enable the advancement of this critical energy infrastructure project for North
America . . . The Keystone XL pipeline has been studied more than any other pipeline in history and the environmental reviews
are clear - the project can be built and operated in an environmentally sustainable and responsible way,” he added.

The Keystone XL is expected to create thousands of jobs while delivering economic benefits across North America.
It will also be one of the safest, most efficient, and environmentally sound way to move crude oil to the U.S. Gulf Coast.

WHO’S IN THE NEWSWHO’S IN THE NEWS

The Michigan Ground Water
Association (MGWA) presented Katz
Well Drilling with its Distinguished
Business Award.

Breaking NewsBreaking News

Additional announcements
from the Michigan Ground Water

Association, Central Mine
Equipment, Drillers Service, Inc.,
and Mitsubishi Materials USA are

located in our online issue at:
worldwidedrillingresource.com

Send your Who’s in the News to: bonnie@worldwidedrillingresource.com

https://media.worldwidedrillingresource.com/Whos5-19.pdf
https://www.transcanada.com/en/announcements/2019-03-29president-trump-affirms-support-for-keystone-xl-project/
http://www.rexmcfadden.com/


Connector Solutions for Fiber-Optic 
Cables in Explosive Atmospheres

Adapted from Information by Rankin PR

In the gas and oil industry, fiber is increasingly being used in upstream explo-
ration and production, downstream at the pump, as well as everywhere in between.
In land-based oil rigs, high-speed fiber-optic cable is required to control automa-
tion, monitor equipment status, and communicate predictive notifications when
components are in danger of failing. These capabilities create enormous cost sav-
ings by avoiding extended downtime due to catastrophic equipment failures.

The use of fiber-optic cable is also increasing in a wide variety of hazardous
locations, including sites with potentially explosive atmospheres which put workers
and equipment at risk. According to organizations which establish international
safety requirements, the potential for fiber-optic connectors to cause ignition of
explosive atmospheres presents a real hazard. Explosive atmospheres exist in
areas where flammable gasses, vapors, mists, or dust are mixed with the surrounding
air, creating the risk of an explosion throughout the entire area. Oil platforms, gas
pipelines, distribution centers,
oil refineries, and chemical
processing plants are some
locations which could meet
these conditions. 

Because the hazards of
explosive atmospheres are a
global concern, special stan-
dards have been issued to
establish minimum requirements for improving the health and safety of workers
potentially at risk from explosive atmospheres. The two bodies which certify these
standards for fiber are ATEX (Atmosphere Explosibles - the name given to directives
used for controlling explosive atmospheres in the European Union), and IECEx
(International Electrotechnical Commission’s system of standards relating to equipment

used in explosive atmospheres). IECEx has determined fiber-optic connectors, receptacles which couple fiber-optic cable to an
enclosure, are potential ignition sources in explosive atmospheres under certain conditions, or “Zones,” as determined by ATEX.

“The primary ATEX zones where fiber-optic connectors should be certified as safe are Zone 1 and Zone 2. Zone 1 is
defined as a place in which an explosive atmosphere is likely to occur in normal operation,” said Phillip Hoyle, an expert in
fiber optics and product development specialist with Optical Cable Corporation (OCC). “Zone 2 applies to locations where an
explosion is not likely to occur in normal operation, but if it does occur, will persist for a short period only.”

OCC recently developed the EZ-Mate
Ex line of connectors, which provides
up to 24 fiber connections in a single
connector and has hazardous location
protection for Zones 1 and 2. Hoyle
explained, “Having certified fiber con-
nectors installed in a hazardous area
not only speeds up the certification
process, but can also reduce time to
market along with reduced testing and
certification costs for the customer.”

To make the explosive atmosphere
fiber solution a comprehensive one,
manufacturers like OCC work with ATEX /
IECEx-certified enclosures manufactur-
ers to provide a complete end-to-end
solution. These comprehensive solu-
tions will ensure safer environments for
workers and equipment, as well as
make the conversion to directive-com-
pliant explosive atmosphere protection
more efficient, with minimal downtime.

302-684-3197
FAX: 302-384-0643

142 Broadkill Rd. • Milton, DE 19968
www.atlantic-screen.com

email: atlantic@ce.net

Manufacturers of Slotted & 
Perforated Pipe ranging 
from ½” to 24” diameter

Atlantic
Screen &
Mfg., Inc.

• Well Rehab. Products
• Manholes
• Bentonite
• Filter Sock
• Inline Chemical Mixers
• Sampling Bailers
• Clear PVC Pipe
• Locking Caps

Open the Doorway to all the Event Photos
during Michigan Ground Water Association 2019.

To see all the photos from this event, go to
worldwidedrillingresource.com or click here.

Feel free to download at will and print the photo(s) of your choice.
Compliments of WorldWide Drilling ResourceWorldWide Drilling Resource®®.

Photos are copyrighted and released for personal use only
- no commercial use permitted.
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EZ-Mate Ex line of connectors,
courtesy of Optical Cable Corporation.

https://media.worldwidedrillingresource.com/gallery/2019/MGWA19/
http://www.atlantic-screen.com/
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In Memoriam
James Meyers (1968~2019)

Sadly, James Meyers, 50, of Oconto Falls, Wisconsin, passed away February 17, 2019, as the result
of a snowmobile accident. Since 2003, he was the third generation owner/operator of Luisier Drilling.

He will be remembered for his zest for life while boating, snowmobiling, golfing, riding his Harley, and
following all Wisconsin sports teams - especially the Packers as a season ticket holder. He enjoyed his six-
day-a-week Bod-e Bootcamp fitness center workout to stay in shape. A longtime member of River Island Golf Club, he sponsored
his own league team and volunteered equipment and his time to improve the course. 

Left behind to cherish James’ memory is his wife Stephanie; their children Gregory (Stacey) and Morgan; granddaughters
Stella and Macy; his parents; siblings; extended family; and friends.

Lloyd Vernon Huckfeldt (1941~2019)
Lloyd Vernon Huckfeldt, 77, passed away in his Napa, California, home on February 26, 2019, after a six-

month battle with bladder cancer. Born in Nebraska, he joined the Navy after high school graduation and trav-
elled the world on a destroyer as a sonar technician. After landing in San Diego and fulfilling his four-year term,
Lloyd travelled north to Napa, where he met his first wife Elaine. His second marriage was to Marilyn.

He employed at Red Star, EZ Tire Repair, then started and ran Malco, a distributorship for auto shop/tire
repair supplies. In the early 1970s, Lloyd purchased a piece of property which needed a water well, so he
bought a cable tool rig and drilled one himself. His fascination with groundwater development encouraged him
to become licensed, then he purchased a rotary drill rig and established Huckfeldt Well Drilling. He continued
to improve his knowledge and upgraded the equipment, working with his son Don and a great crew, eventually

selling the business to Don and his daughter-in-law Ann in 2005. He was a member of the National Ground Water Association,
California Groundwater Association, American Legion, and Veterans of Foreign War.

Travelling in his RV, flying, and tinkering on projects were what Lloyd like to do. He enjoyed family gatherings and watching
his granddaughters’ sporting events. He was also an avid fan of the San Fransisco sports teams.

Lloyd is survived by his son Don and daughter-in-law Ann; granddaughters Lexi and Halle; brother Dick (Liane); and nieces
Tracie and Tana.

Charles L. “Charlie” Gallagher (1932~2019)
Charles L. “Charlie” Gallagher, 86, passed away suddenly on February 27, 2019, at his home in Marshall,

Michigan. He owned and operated a dairy farm for many years. He also worked for Ray Leonard Well Drilling
for several years, and a short time at Eaton Corporation. A member of Saint Ann Catholic Church and the
Kalamazoo Valley Antique Engine and Machinery Club, Charlie enjoyed his antique tractors and steam en-
gines. He was always working with wood - making walking sticks, clothespins, and wood puzzles for family
and friends. He was a familiar sight each year at the Calhoun County Fair. He loved going to family reunions,
visiting friends, and showing people how to make rope using his rope maker.

Charlie is survived by his nieces and nephews Richard (Kristy), Marjorie (Mike), Carolyn (John), Bonnie (Ron), Russell
(Beni), and Melissa (Bob); great nieces and nephews; and great-great nieces and nephews.

Lawrence Ross “Bud” Webber (1940~2019)
The Utah Ground Water Association (UGWA) sadly reported Lawrence Ross “Bud” Webber, 78, of Salt

Lake City, Utah, and Overton, Nevada, left this world on March 26, 2019, after a courageous battle with cancer.
Born in Salt Lake City, Bud attended West High School. He married Linda Lee, and they had four children.

They later divorced. In 1985, Bud married his childhood sweetheart, Carol, and gained five more children.
He and Carol then adopted a daughter.

Bud began his career in drilling in 1968, as a partner with J.G. Lee Drilling. In 1973, he started his own
company, Webber Drilling. He was a member and past president of the UGWA.

He instilled in his children a strong work ethic, integrity, the love of family and animals, and most importantly to always “be
your word”. 

Bud leaves behind his wife Carol; daughters RoquesAnn (Craig), Ronda (Tom), and Samm; stepchildren Tamara, Laurie,
Kimberly, and Shane (Sonya), plus numerous grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

The management and staff of WWDRWWDR extend their sympathies to these drilling professionals’ family, friends, and coworkers.

Lest we forget...



Nitrate Coated Premium Liners
5x6, 5x8, & 5x10 Gardner Denver
5-1/2x8 & 5-1/2x10 Gardner Denver
7-1/2x8 & 7-1/2x10 Gardner Denver

Rods Heat-Treated & Chromed
5x6, 5x8, & 5-1/2x8 Gardner Denver
5x10 & 5-1/2x10 Gardner Denver
7-1/2x8 & 7-1/2x10 Gardner Denver

New Pumps In Stock
Gardner Denver 4x5 TEE Triplex.
Gardner Denver 5-1/2x5 TEE Triplex
Gardner Denver 4x5 or 4-1/2x5 Duplex
Gardner Denver 5x6 Duplex
Gardner Denver 5x6 Air Drive Duplex
Gardner Denver 5x8 Duplex
Gardner Denver 5-1/2x8 Duplex
Gardner Denver 7-1/2x8 Duplex
Gardner Denver 7-1/2x10 Duplex
Gardner Denver 5-1/2x5 THE Triplex
Gardner Denver 5x8 PAH Triplex

Call for Prices.

We Have a Variety of Brands
of Mud Pump Parts and
Power Units in Stock.

Special or Obsolete Parts Made to Order.

Cash for Surplus
Mud Pumps.

Rebuilt Mud Pumps
4-1/2x6 Gaso Duplex
4-1/2x6 Oilwell Duplex
Gardner Denver 4-1/2x8 PA-8 Triplex
Gardner Denver 5x6 Duplex
Gardner Denver 5x10 Duplex
Gaso 5x10 Duplex
OVER 300 PUMPS IN STOCK

Armstrong Machine Co. Inc.
Pocahontas, IA  50574 USA

712-335-4131 ~ 24 Hours 7 Days a Week  •  Fax: 712-335-4565
800-831-4527 USA & Canada (8AM to 4PM Monday-Friday)
armstrongmachine.com amci@armstrongmachine.com

Hydraulic Grout Pumps 5”, 6”, & 7-1/2”
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Using Drones for Geothermal Energy Surveys
Adapted from Information by Global UAV Technologies Ltd.

Global UAV Technologies Ltd. is a drone technology company based in Vancouver, British Columbia (BC), Canada. Using
both geophysical and thermal imaging sensors, the company recently completed a first-of-its-kind, drone-based geothermal
energy exploration survey for Borealis GeoPower Inc.

Global UAV, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Pioneer Aerial Surveys Ltd., worked with Hummingbird Drones Inc. to collect
and analyze high-resolution magnetometer and thermal data over the survey area in northern BC. Drones, also known as un-
manned aerial vehicles (UAVs), conducted the survey using day and night flight operations for improved efficiency and data
quality. The combination of UAV-MAG™ and drone-based thermal imagery produced high-resolution data of the geological
and geothermal features of the survey area.

“Global UAV is continually bringing new drone technology to our customers while our drone solutions continue to see in-
creased market share and new customer growth worldwide. Multiple divisions of Global UAV supported the successful UAV-
MAG™ and thermal survey project, including our regulatory division for airspace management and permissions and our
services division company, Pioneer Aerial,” stated Michael Burns, CEO, Global UAV Technologies Ltd.

Borealis GeoPower CEO Alison Thompson was excited about the progress. “As a Canadian geothermal energy ‘pioneer’
ourselves, it seems fitting for Borealis to work with Global UAV’s Pioneer Aerial Surveys on this groundbreaking application.
The collaborative spirit brought by Pioneer Aerial was instrumental in successfully carrying out the work at the Terrace, BC,
geothermal project. Near the location of one of the world’s largest hot springs, Borealis is currently refining its reservoir model
in advance of drilling in 2019. Geothermal power and heat are renewable energies well positioned to support the local and
national economy, as well as the environment,” she stated.

GEO

http://www.armstrongmachine.com/
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The “Idiots” Corner
by “Billy Bob Smith”

Predictions
During my life, I have heard hundreds of

predictions from politicians, the media, the
clergy, teachers, friends, and relatives. I have to admit, with my limited knowledge and experience,
some of them at the time made sense while others seemed to come out of no where and were amaz-
ingly stupid. Over the years, I have learned to ask these idiots, regardless of their position or status in

life, when they say something is going to happen or not happen in the future: “How do you know that?” And do you know what
answer I get every time? Just more stupid opinions that are not grounded in any evidence or facts. They just need to be right,
be smarter than me - whatever - they wanted me to think I was out of touch. Well you know what? I have finally figured it out
- there are more idiots in the world today than people who want facts, truth, or evidence - just my opinion, folks.

Let me give you a few examples from the past and present. It doesn’t matter who made them, so I won’t mention any
names, although they were all made by well-known and often respected individuals. My point is to ask you how many people
do you think believed them and acted according to them at the time? Do you think society is getting more stupid or less? Not
sure? Just turn on any channel on your TV for a few hours or eavesdrop on any conversation at the local coffee shop and I’ll
guarantee sooner or later you will hear some dumb prediction by someone who, in realty, has no clue or evidence, and certainly
has no right or ability to predict the future.

“The world is going to end in 12 years because of climate change.” (Many liberals.)
“The Beatles have no future in entertainment.” “The green new deal is the answer to our country’s future.”
“Remote shopping will never happen.” “Democracy will be dead by 1950.”
“We can close the books on infectious diseases.” “A rocket will never be able to leave the earth’s atmosphere.”
Had enough? Okay - one more. “Literally, if we took away the minimum wage - if conceivably it was gone - we could

potentially virtually wipe out unemployment completely because we would be able to offer jobs at whatever level.”

Billy Bob
Contact him via e-mail to michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com

“Everything that can be invented, has been invented.” ~
Charles H. Duell, Commissioner, U.S. Office of Patents, 1899                                     

“I have traveled the length and breadth of this country and
talked with the best people, and I can assure you that data pro-
cessing is a fad that won’t last out the year.” ~ Editor in charge
of business books for Prentice Hall, 1957                                    

http://www.twe19.com
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Unlocking the Subsurface with Robots 
Adapted from Information by the Commonwealth 
Scientific and Industrial Research Organization

The U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
Subterranean (SubT) Challenge explores new approaches to rapidly map, navi-
gate, and search underground environments. The Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization’s (CSIRO's) Data61 Robotics and Autonomous
Systems Group is the only Australian entity competing in the SubT Challenge, and
one of seven teams to receive up to $4.5 million in funding from DARPA across the
three-year challenge. The Data61 team is made up of nearly 30 people from
CSIRO's Data61 research group, students from Queensland University of Technology and the University of Queensland, as
well as two funded partners.

The team will create 3-D maps of underground environments through
LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) scanners mounted on legged robots,
as well as unmanned aerial vehicles capable of flying in global positioning
system (GPS)-denied environments without a human controller. In 2017,
Hovermap technology enabled the world's first fully autonomous beyond
line-of-sight drone flight in an underground mine, nearly 2000 feet below
the surface in Western Australia.

“We're honored to be competing in DARPA's SubT Challenge, drawing
on decades of experience in developing robots, sensing, and communica-
tions systems for challenging environments like underground mines and
caves,” said Fred Pauling, Robotics and Autonomous Systems’ group
leader at CSIRO's Data61.

Once developed, the robotics and network technology can help human
first responders in understanding and exploring hazardous underground
environments, providing unprecedented situational awareness in time-criti-

cal scenarios such as disaster response. It also has applications across a range of industries including mining, transport, con-
struction, and agriculture.
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I really like this magazine as it
always gives a lot with regard to
drilling.

Michael Rahe
Ministry of Mines, Energy Water

and Rural Electrification
Solomon Islands

MIN

http://www.nndrilling.com/


The Use of 
3-D Printing in

Engineering
by Ian Hargraves, 

Assistant Design Engineer,
Flomatic® Corporation

It’s been five years since I finished
college and began working in the valve
industry. In those five years, the most
beneficial technology to me has been 3-D
printing. 

I’ve always been a hands-on person,
so being able to print an object and hold
it in my hands was huge. At Flomatic®

Corporation, we use FDM (fused depo-
sition modeling) printers the most, as
they can quickly produce accurate
parts. FDM printers take a large spool of
material, usually plastic (I’ve heard
there’s one that uses chocolate now) and heat it to its melting point. Once the material is hot enough, it’s extruded onto a
flatbed as a small layer. Once a layer is complete, the bed will drop vertically and print over the last layer. This process of

adding layers might go on for another 50-1000 layers depending on the size of the
part. We currently use FDM to print custom fixtures for assembly or testing. With 3-D
printing, you’re not limited to machining limitations and you can print individual and
custom parts for everything, no minimum run is required. 

The other type of printer we have in-house is a SLA (stereolithography) printer.
The process of building layers is similar, but instead of extruding material, this
process cures an ultraviolet (UV) resin. It begins with a pool of UV-sensitive resin
which is hit with a laser to harden a layer. Once the layer is hardened, the bed will
move vertically and the next layer will be lasered to the last. Once complete, the part
will need to cure once more in UV light to finalize the part. SLA usually takes longer,
but you can gain incredibly accurate and strong parts with this method. The parts we
print using this method are used for testing new ideas or design changes. An addi-
tional benefit about SLA is with a little post sanding and polishing, you are able to
get transparent parts which we use to show off our internals or see how the flow is.

Right now, 3-D printing is still largely about prototyping and fixtures, but with
technology such as direct metal laser sintering (metal 3-D printing) becoming more available, we’ll probably see it transition
to production - hopefully within a decade.
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Ian with the MakerBot Replicator,
the company’s FDM printer.

WTR

The Energy Exposition will celebrate 20 years on June 26-27, at the Wyoming Center
in Gillette, Wyoming. The Expo has educated tens of thousands of attendees over the
last 19 years on procedures, technology, safety, environmental practices, and equipment
used in the gas and oil industries. The exhibit hall with a showcase of products and
equipment will be open both Wednesday and Thursday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday’s symposium is a full day of short courses followed by the networking dinner
and entertainment to celebrate “Like it’s 1999”!

Get all the details at www.energyexposition.com

Where are you planning to go?
How about including this show: Join WWDR

WWDR

See more events at www.worldwidedrillingresource.com online issue.

https://energyexposition.com/
http://www.media.worldwidedrillingresource.com/Planning5-19.pdf
https://www.flomatic.com
https://www.flomatic.com
http://www.wyoben.com/
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Environmental Monitoring
by Thomas Kwader, Ph.D., P.G.

Removing Sediment from Well Water
Have you gotten calls about well water that occasionally has a small amount of sand, silt, or sedi-

ment? If the problem is getting worse over time, the well (or tank) may be filling up with sediment due to
the pump pulling water from the well or tank every time the pump cycles on.

If you are able to measure the current depth of the well, compare that depth to the original drilled
depth, and the well has become “shallower” over time, the well may no longer be fully developed and
additional development or rehabilitation may be required. This development would normally be performed by a licensed water
well contractor. In some states, a permit may also be required - check with the local permitting authority.

To remove those sediments, the well must be redeveloped using a large pump, bailer, and/or surge block. A compressed
airline (½- to ¾-inch) should be lowered to the bottom of the well and pulses of high pressure be released down the pipe in
two- to five-minute intervals to “blow” the water and sediment from the bottom of the well. During the process, watch to see if
the well is gradually increasing in depth and the water is beginning to become clearer and void of sediment. I recommend
catching the water expelled in a clear glass or clean white bucket. Continue the procedure until the depth becomes stable and
the water clarity remains clear.

If the expelled water does not become clear, there may be a hole in the casing or screen. It could be that a clay layer
exists near the screen, or producing section of the well. Lowering the pumping rate or installing a filter may also be an option.
It may also be helpful to overpump the well occasionally (run the pump wide open and discharge near the wellhead to lower
the pipe friction and increase the pumping velocity in the well) to clear the well.

Another possible solution is to install a large pressure tank near the well to allow the sediment to settle in the bottom of
the tank which will require periodic draining and cleaning to remove the accumulating sediment.

Tom
Tom Kwader may be contacted via e-mail to michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com

ENV

http://www.bakerwatersystems.com/
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Increased LNG Production Leads to New Export Facility
Adapted from Information by Golden Pass Products

and the U.S. Energy Information Administration

The Golden Pass LNG (liquefied natural gas) facility in Sabine Pass, Texas, is one of the largest LNG facilities in the world,
and it’s about to get even bigger. Golden Pass Products, a partnership of Qatar Petroleum and ExxonMobil affiliates, is ex-
panding its terminal with the export project. The current facility is
only set up to import LNG; this venture will allow the facility to
import and export natural gas.

Advances in directional drilling and hydraulic fracturing have
led to an abundance of LNG for the U.S. In fact, the country began
exporting LNG in February 2016, and according to the U.S.
Energy Information Administration, export capacity is expected to
more than double by the end of this year.

This endeavor, an investment of over $10 billion, will include
three liquefaction trains, three miles of new 24-inch pipeline to
accommodate bidirectional flow capability, and additional com-
pressor stations built on existing infrastructure. The project will
also include upgrades to utility systems, interconnections to the
existing facility, and expansion of the facility’s storm protection
levee system.

Construction has begun and is expected to take about five
years. The engineering, procurement, and construction contracts
for the project have been awarded to Chiyoda International Corporation, McDermott International Inc., and Zachry Group. “Our
team has worked diligently on the design, development, and permitting for this world-class LNG export facility, and we are
eager to begin construction to bring this exciting project to life,” Sean Ryan, president of Golden Pass Products said. 

Texas Governor Gregg Abbott, is excited for the investment. “Texas is proud that Golden Pass has chosen to expand its
operations in Sabine Pass. This expansion represents not only an investment in creating jobs and growing our state’s economy,
but also in expanding our nation’s international export reach and energy independence. I look forward to building upon our
strong relationship with Golden Pass to keep Texas an energy leader at home and abroad,” he stated.

Throughout the construction phase, it will support roughly 9000 construction jobs. Once operational, the facility should be
able to export around 16 million tons of LNG per year and provide more than 200 permanent jobs.

Darren Woods, chairman and CEO of ExxonMobil; H.E. Saad Sherida
Al-Kaabi, Minister of State for Energy Affairs, president and CEO of
Qatar Petroleum; and U.S. Department of Energy Secretary Rick
Perry stand behind Golden Pass President Sean C. Ryan and Enable
Midstream Partners CEO Rod Sailor as they sign a transportation
agreement for the Golden Pass LNG Export project.
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Thoughts of My First Quarter 2019 Water Well Events
by Jan Allen, Public Relations Professional, WorldWide Drilling ResourceWorldWide Drilling Resource®®

The first few months of each year are packed with conferences, conventions, annual meet-
ings, and expos. This WWDRWWDR Team Member travelled to various parts of the U.S. covering some
of those events.

First on the schedule was the Oklahoma Ground Water Association Conference and Trade
Show in Norman. Everyone was ready for the instructional seminars, as well as the opportunity
to visit with exhibitors. This year, Associated Industries had a great exhibit
of a mechanical calf-roping machine anyone could try out. A silent auction
is held every year, and the items are exceptional, like this 2016 Cubs World
Series Bryant ring and 1995 Cowboys Super Bowl ring. The Meet & Greet
after the trade show was a great success, with the raffle drawings closing

the evening.
Next in my travels was the Utah Ground Water Association Conference & Expo

at the CasaBlanca Resort & Casino in Mesquite, Nevada. Great
place for a vacation. The golf course is excellent, but watch out for
the wildlife. While I was taking photos a year or two back, a road-
runner decided he wanted to get in on the action. Sometimes the
rabbits like to join in too. If golf isn’t your thing, the association also
has a Skeet Shoot that draws quite a crowd. Now, to the reason
everyone is here. The training sessions were well-attended and
folks on the trade show floor were able to answer questions. Every-
one enjoyed the banquet and the auction. Raffle drawings

closed the evening and event.
There’s nothing like a trip to Texas with WWDRWWDR Team Member Ronnie. We

ventured to San Marcos for the Texas Ground Water Association Annual Convention
& Trade Show. It was a great time meeting up with old friends. The seminars
were packed and attendees were eager to see the exhibits. There were plenty of
giveaways, as well as raffles. Auction items were plentiful and raised money for
the scholarship fund. All in all, it was a great event!

I’ll round out the month of January with a
trip into the cold, cold north for the Minnesota
Water Well Association Annual Convention
& Trade Show in Brooklyn Park. In spite of
the cold weather (-9ºF/-23ºC), attendance
was good. The seminars were crowded and
the product displays had lots of visitors. The
banquet was a great success with awards

being handed out, auction items sold, and raffle items drawn. Last, but not least, was casino night.
Everyone enjoyed their evening.

The month of February found Ronnie and me back in the cold north for the
Michigan Ground Water Association Annual Conference / Fundamentals. This
event was more about training and regulations than products, but there were sev-
eral exhibitors to talk about new techniques or equipment. The event ended with
a banquet where awards were given and the auction of the “Screen Lamp” was
handled. This lamp stays with the winning bidder for one year, then is returned
the next year to be reauctioned. All proceeds go to
the scholarship fund. This year, the lamp auction raised
the most it has ever reached. 

Next, the WWDRWWDR Team of Ronnie and
I travelled to the Great Smoky Mountains for
the Tennessee Water Well Association
Annual Meeting & Trade Show. It was a
great time for family and friends to meet and
enjoy the sights and sounds of the surround-
ing area. Seminars were well-attended and
exhibitors were asked many questions on
products. The banquet was followed by a

scholarship auction. Lots of items went up for bid, from a crossbow for hunting to Easter baskets for the young, or young-at-
heart. What thrills the soul is the next generation of drilling professionals who were present.

WTR

Skeet Shoot photo by Dave Worwood.
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When Groundwater Scientists Take the Stand
on PFAS, Who Will Be Believed?

by Gary L. Hix, R.G., CWD/PI
In2Wells, LLC

The latest contaminant related to groundwater in the headlines is the one referred
to as PFAS. These letters stand for a series of chemically complex compounds most
people had never heard of a few years ago. Perfluoroalkyl and Polyfluoroalkyl
Substances, also known as PFOS and PFOAs, jumped into the headlines when they
were found to be present in our drinking water. There are multiple potential sources
of these compounds. It is being detected in both surface water and groundwater and
has been found in plants, animals, air, and soil. It has even been detected in trace

amounts in the blood and tissues of humans. PFAS are being detected and measured in water as low as parts per trillion.
As of this writing, none of the chemical compounds classified as PFAS have an EPA (Environmental Protection Agency)

threshold of acceptable limits (called maximum contaminant level or MCL) for drinking water. The research has yet to be con-
ducted and proven, to set EPA standards for public drinking water. This particular compound is typically found at such low
detectable levels, the sampling procedures and approved analytical testing methods have not been written. Plus, at present,
there is no clear evidence of the direct impact of consumption of trace amounts of these chemicals on human health.

The day will come when groundwater science experts will be called upon to explain in court how PFAS got into our groundwater,
soil, and into our bodies. They will be asked to testify as to how much PFAS are in the groundwater, and if certain individuals might
have consumed it. They will be asked to describe how they sampled and tested for these chemicals. The occurrence, move-
ment, and detection of groundwater is not clearly understood by many people, including jurors, lawyers, and some judges.

For years, courts have grappled with the issues of just what scientific data can be seen or heard by a jury. It’s almost as
if the courts are treating groundwater science as a scripted TV “reality” show. Scientific facts, when reported by experts, should
not have an interpretative conclusion. The conclusion of the facts is too often the one people choose to believe. True science
is not open to further interpretation or different conclusions. Scientific facts are as undeniable as the answer to a mathematical
calculation such as two plus two is, and always has been, four. Lawyers, politicians, and a few others may try to say two plus
two can sometimes be three.

A February 2019 article in The Wall Street Journal brought out several disturbing thoughts about the future of the presentation
of scientific data in courts. It was reported that the latest trial regarding the herbicide “Roundup” was going to focus solely on
the science of the product being a carcinogen which caused a specific form of cancer, and not the question of any negligence
on the part of the manufacturer of the product. The judge ruled that the issue of occurrence and movement in groundwater
in the same argument as product liability was too complex for most people to understand and render a true judgement.

The first groundwater scientists to testify the PFAS compound has been detected in someone’s drinking water could face
a significant challenge to explain their findings, just as experts in DNA testing and analysis were questioned early on. Today,
the public and the courts are still questioning which experts are correct regarding man-caused climate changes.

What defense strategies will be used to challenge the groundwater scientist’s conclusion to protect the manufacturers
and suppliers of the products which contributed to this widespread contaminant? What past statement, group membership,
or earlier writings might the opposition’s lawyers use to discredit the qualifications of a groundwater scientist as an expert pre-
senting an unbiased opinion? Would the jury believe his or her testimony in a trial involving a particular corporation’s chemical
disposal practices if they learned the groundwater scientist was either a liberal or conservative? Let’s not kid ourselves. This
is how science is being looked at in the
public eyes, and it is often the way it is
being decided in court. When the time
comes for groundwater scientists to tes-
tify in court about PFAS, who will be
believed? 

The statements and comments in
this article are based on information
and references believed to be true and
factual. If you have any questions or
comments, please forward them to me
in care of WWDRWWDR.

Gary
Gary Hix may be contacted 

via e-mail to michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Solar Power & Pump Co. offers the highly reliable SunRotor
SR-12 submersible pump and controller combo. It has a nominal
110-volt operation with a usable voltage range
of 72-110 volts, and a power range of 570-1740
watts. All electronics are mounted above-
ground for longer life and easy access, plus
the single moving part progressive cavity
technology makes it readily repairable in the
field. The entire pump body is
constructed of stainless steel to
comply with regulations and pump
installation requirements. It can
be powered by solar, battery, or a
combination of both.

Solar Power & Pump Co. is a Valued WWDRWWDR Advertiser.

WWDRWWDR photo of Gary and
his wife Marilyn at the recent

Michigan Ground Water Assn event.
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https://www.sunrotor.com/pumps/SR12


For registration and hotel information, please visit www.jubileewatershow.com
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Oil/Water Exploration
by Harold White

To lighten things up, I wanted to share a funny call I got recently:
Me: Hello, this is White Water Well Drilling. May I help you?
Client: No, I want you to do it.
Me: Well, what do you want? 
Client: I want you to drill a well.
Me: Okay, I can do that. Where do you want the well drilled?

Client: In the ground, where else would you drill? All wells are drilled in the ground.
Me: I mean, where is the location you want the well drilled?
Client: Out by the barn on the east side.
Me: Tell me your address and I will drive over there and you can show me, and then we can talk about this.
Client: Okay, my address is . . .
So I thanked him and went to see him. He was a really nice older man who was a little hard of hearing. 
Now back to this month’s article . . . We have been snowed in for days, power lines are down and no electricity in town or

our house. It’s very cold - so we just put another blanket on the bed pretending we are camping out. Try not to think of anything
unpleasant - just think happy thoughts and enjoy the beauty of it all. A little global warming sure would be nice here and now.
My feet are freezing, my hands are freezing. Just be happy.

We are getting calls for help, asking if we can get a well running - they don’t have any money, but would really appreciate
a little help. So we loaned them a generator, gave them a can of gas, thawed out the frozen pipes, and got them running water,
hoping everything goes wells after that.

We had our whole drill crew out to clear a road to a house to help a woman and her mother, who uses a wheelchair. It took
six people with chain saws, brush cutters, shovels, rakes, and so on to do the rescue job. They had been stranded in the
house for days and were happy to get out and go to town - they were very thankful and appreciative.

Many people are snowed in, that’s why we are donating our time. I don’t know how many thousands of big trees are down,
and more are still falling.

[Publisher’s Note: So proud of Harold and his family for paying it forward. More of us should do the same - it will make us
all feel better.]

Harold     Harold White may be contacted via e-mail to michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Second Chances
by Tim Connor

We all need a second chance from time to time. How about a third one? Or more? Ever had a second
chance and ignored it? Ever had a second chance and in hindsight realized it positively changed the tra-
jectory of your life in some way? These questions are not redundant. We all get second chances and
often even more - that we ignore, don't realize, or even spurn for any number of reasons.

How about a second - health chance? How about a second - career chance? I know you are getting
bored by my questions - see what I mean? I'm just trying to set the foundation for this article and you

have lost your patience for giving me a second chance - or I have touched a sore spot in your life and you wonder where I'm
heading? Either way, the entire question of second, third, fourth, or 100th chances is moot if we don't see the need to evaluate
them or consider them. If I had to bet, there is some area of your life right now where you wish you could have a second
chance. Am I right?

What exactly is a second (or another) chance? It can be a new beginning, a new ending, a new opportunity, or a new life
lesson - painful or cheerful. It gives us the choice to leave a path which may or may not be working or beneficial. Or the option
of fixing a previous mistake, failure, bad decision, or choice and/or accepting responsibility for our life as it is unfolding.

Life has given me many second chances - some I embraced and many I ignored, but in the end, they all came into my life
for a reason - to help me get wiser in some way, to teach me something I needed to learn, and to help me to let go of ego, ar-
rogance, insecurity, immaturity, or any number of emotional, financial, relationship, and/or career behaviors that in the end, if
they didn't change, would have come to a negative conclusion in some way.

Risk, uncertainty, and change in our life circumstances cannot be avoided. We all must face some unknowns and do the
best we can with them given our education, history, skills, courage, faith, etc. In the end, we will all make some dumb decisions
or bad choices sooner or later, it's who we are. But life is seldom final. It helps us, if and when we are ready, to improve, grow,
change, adjust, etc. and learn from our mistakes, failures, and bad choices or decisions.

Life also will not prevent us from experiencing the lessons or consequences of these poor actions, choices, or behaviors
as this is one of life's ways of helping us learn, grow, and change. But it still gives us a choice. Life says: "Learn from this or
you will continue to bear the consequences of these actions until you do. I am giving you a second chance. Don't blow this
one."

When fear of change, risk, or uncertainty rules our life, we close ourselves off to many of life's opportunities and blessings.
However, we must not see second chances as simply a way to escape from lessons which need to be learned.

So, you are in a dead-end job going nowhere, and a previous employer offers you a new position with more income and
no hard feelings about the way you previously left. Take it or not - that is the question.

A previous spouse wants to try again to make it work this time, and they say they forgive you of your transgressions. Say
yes or no?

Life is filled with these types of options and choices. So what do we do? I can't tell you how to approach second chances,
all I can tell you is what I have learned. Sometimes they work out well and sometimes they don't. So how do we know which
road to follow? Listen to your gut. Ask yourself: “What really feels right? What makes sense? What would I do if I was smarter,
wiser, younger, older, poorer, richer.” Get it? Just keep asking yourself questions, and I will guarantee, sooner or later, the best
or right answers will come - do it, don't do it, wait, get more information before you decide, or some other approach which
often seems to come from nowhere.

Sooner or later we all get second
chances, so the question is not whether
we have them or deserve them, but what
do we do with them.

In His service, 

Tim
To receive Tim’s weekly FREE 
motivational booster articles, 

contact him at www.timconnor.com
with “please add me to your free

booster e-mail subscriber list” in the
subject line. Or contact him 

via e-mail to michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com
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“Can’t” NEVER did anything ~
and NEVER will!
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5G Network Ramps Up
Remote Control Technology

Adapted from Information by
Volvo Construction Equipment

Sweden’s first 5G network for industrial use
has been launched through the efforts of Telia,
Ericsson, and Volvo Construction Equipment (CE).
These companies have worked together before to
deploy technology to improve the safety and effi-
ciency of mining. As mentioned in the March 2019
issue of WWDRWWDR, Volvo CE will be one of the first
in the world to use 5G technology to test remote-
controlled machines and autonomous solutions at
their facility in Eskilstuna, Sweden. This could
lead to new applications within the industry. 

“With extremely short response times, high
capacity, and a high level of accessibility to the
mobile network, commercial and standardized 5G
technology can be used for applications such as
remote control of heavy machinery in real time.
This opens up new opportunities for greater effi-
ciency, cutting costs, and reducing risk in haz-
ardous environments. 5G enables us to create a
safer, more efficient, and sustainable society. In
cooperation with Telia and Volvo CE, we are now
putting theory into practice in Eskilstuna. The 5G
technology is ready for the world to switch on,” said
Magnus Frodigh, head of research for Ericsson.

The network will be used to continue the development of remote-controlled
construction machinery and fully automated solutions. It will also be used to
increase understanding of how connected machines can improve the industry as a
whole. “Automation has several levels, and having 5G is an important technical
support to enable us to drive
development in this area. These
trials in Eskilstuna will include
the remote control of a conven-
tional wheel loader but also fur-
ther tests of the HX2 concept
load carrier,” explained Melker
Jernberg, president Volvo CE.

The lag time with current
remote-control technology
makes it difficult to control at
high speeds or with high preci-
sion. Bringing 5G online will
make fully-automated systems safer and easier to use. “We can see that the indus-
try’s interest in 5G is considerable. Automation of the entire flow will mean new
ways of working, and greater gains from efficiency. But to connect business-critical
machines and vehicles requires a solution that is able to handle the massive
amounts of data with guaranteed connection. That is what 5G can give us. And we
are proud to lead the 5G development in Sweden together with our partners,” stat-
ed Anders Olsson, CEO of Telia Sweden. 

Although the testing is being done locally in Eskilstuna, the applications will be
implemented globally. According to Melker, connected machines and autonomous
solutions are the future. They provide more efficient production, logistics, greater
flexibility, and a safer workplace. “By minimizing the potential safety risks and
downtime associated with sectors such as mining, we can get closer to our goal of
zero emissions, zero accidents, and zero unplanned stops. It will be exciting to see
how far 5G can take us on that journey,” he concluded.

New & Used Bits,
HDD Bits & Tools,
Drag Bits & Wings,
Bolt-On Drag Bits,
Reverse Circulation
Tools, Hole Openers,
Claw Bits, Stabilizers,  Subs,
Custom Tooling & Welding,
Hammer Bits, Drill Collars,
Pipe Wipers, and Drill Pipe.

Office: (661) 834-4348

Rod Henderson / Eran Henderson
661-201-6259  •   661-330-0790

sales@bitcobits.com
www.bitcoinc.us

Open the
Doorway to
all the Event

Photos
during

To see all the photos from this event, go to
www.worldwidedrillingresource.com or click here.

Feel free to download at will and print the photo(s) of your choice.
Compliments of WorldWide Drilling ResourceWorldWide Drilling Resource®®.

Photos are copyrighted and released for personal use only 
- no commercial use permitted.
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WorldWide Drilling Resource® is proud to be a member of these associations.

Alberta Water Well Drilling Association
Tel: 780-386-2335

awwda@xplornet.com

Arizona Water Well Association
admin@azwwa.org

www.azwwa.org

Black Hills Chapter of the ISEE
President: Doug Hoy

www.bitwconference.org

British Columbia Ground Water Assn.
Tel: 604-530-8934

secretary@bcgwa.org     www.bcgwa.org

California Groundwater Association
Tel: 916-231-2134  Fax: 614-898-7791

www.groundh2o.org

Concrete Sawing & Drilling Association
Tel: 727-577-5004

matthew@csda.org
www.csda.org

Empire State Water Well Drillers Assn.
Tel: 315-339-8960  Fax: 315-339-8960

sue@nywelldriller.org
www.nywelldriller.org

Florida Ground Water Association
850-205-5641  Fax: 850-222-3019

djessup@executiveoffice.org
www.fgwa.org

Indiana Ground Water Assn.
Tel: 888-443-7330  Fax: 765-231-4430

ingroundwater@gmail.com
www.indianagroundwater.org

Iowa Geothermal Association
Tel: 515-224-6469

info@iowageothermal.org
www.iowageothermal.org

Kentucky Groundwater Association
Tel: 606-523-1215  Fax: 866-896-0184

www.kygwa.org

Louisiana Ground Water Association
Tel: 225-744-4554

www.lgwa.org

Michigan Ground Water Association
Tel: 855-225-6492  Fax: 614-898-7786

www.michigangroundwater.com

Minnesota Water Well Association
Tel: 800-332-2104

www.mwwa.org

Missouri Water Well Association
Tel: 314-974-6992

Mwwa.MoWaterWellAssociation@yahoo.com

Montana Water Well Drillers Association
Tel: 406-686-3168
www.mwwda.org

National Drilling Association
Tel: 877-632-4748
Fax: 216-803-9900

www.nda4u.com

National Ground Water Association
Tel: 800-551-7379  Fax: 614-898-7786

www.ngwa.org

Nebraska Well Driller Association
Tel: 402-476-0162
lee@h2oboy.net

www.nebraskawelldrillers.org

New Jersey Ground Water Association
barbemor@gmail.com   www.njgwa.org

North Carolina Ground Water Assn.
Tel: 919-876-0687  elaine@execman.net

www.ncgwa.org

North Dakota Well Drillers Association
Tel: 701-567-4126 

ndwda@outlook.com  •  www.ndwda.com

Northern Plains Chapter of the ISEE
President: Billy Obermire

Tel: 307-689-0050
www.bitwconference.org

Ohio Water Well Association, Inc.
Tel: 937-278-0308  Fax: 937-278-0317

www.ohiowaterwell.org

Oklahoma Ground Water Association
Tel: 405-209-6482

josh@okgroundwater.org
www.okgroundwater.org

Ontario Groundwater Association
Tel: 519-245-7194  Fax: 519-245-7196

executivedirector@ogwa.ca
www.ogwa.ca

Pennsylvania Ground Water Association
Tel: 814-553-3883

pgwaorg@gmail.com    www.pgwa.org

Shallow Exploration Drillers Clinic
Tel: 402-472-7550

jloomis3@unl.edu  http://sedc.unl.edu

South Atlantic Well Drillers “JUBILEE”
Tel: 855-987-7469  Fax: 850-222-3019

kgordon@executiveoffice.org
www.jubileewatershow.com

South Carolina Ground Water Association
Tel: 803-356-6809  Fax: 803-356-6826

scgwa@sc.rr.com   www.scgwa.org

South Dakota Well Drillers Association
Tel: 605-734-6631   www.sdwda.org

Southwest Mississippi Community College
Well Construction Technology

Tel: 601-276-3738
cdunn@smcc.edu

Tennessee Water Well Association
Tel: 865-761-4363

tnwaterwellassociation@gmail.com

Texas Alliance of Energy Producers
Tel: 940-723-4131  Fax: 940-723-4132

joannb@texasalliance.org
www.texasalliance.org

Texas Ground Water Association
Tel: 512-472-7437  Fax: 512-472-0537

drobbins@twca.org   www.tgwa.org

Utah Ground Water Association
Tel: 801-541-7259

www.utahgroundwater.org

Vermont Ground Water Association
Ken White, President: 802-738-8400

kwhite.vaw@gmail.com
Margaret Laggis, Executive Secretary

laggistics@comcast.net

Virginia Water Well Association
Tel: 804-387-8395  Fax: 804-302-7978

info@vawaterwellassociation.org
www.vawaterwellassociation.org

An outline of what GET ASSOCIATION HELP™ (GAH) GET ASSOCIATION HELP™ (GAH) is proposing:
Since each association is unique in its own right - location, size, needs, and wants;

this will be a tiered opportunity. GAHGAH gives you choices:
Membership Dev.; Maint.; Recruitment / Website Dev.; Maintenance / Newsletter Prep. &
Distribution - Online & Mailed / Accounting Services / Convention Assistance / and more.

YOU CHOOSE what you feel you need - we will prepare a quote for you, and we
won’t break the bank.

YOUR ASSOCIATION’s well-being is our concern,
as is our drilling industry.

Please call 850-547-0102 and ask for Ronnie.
info@getassociationhelp.com

ronnie@worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Tales from the Field
by Jeremy C. Wire
Geoconsultants, Inc.

Shifting Property Boundaries
It is hard to imagine working in the field before the advent of GPS and the convenience of Google

aerial photos and related tools. In the past, although there were parcel maps and records of surveys in
local county archives, this information was rarely available in the field during a preliminary site visit. Often,
on large properties such as ranches, the only way to verify land boundaries for a proposed water well location survey was to
meet the land owner or ranch manager in the field.

Sometimes this involved a long trip from the office, with no guarantee this activity would develop into a project. In riding
around the property, the owner or manager would point to an object off in the distance and say something like, “Over there is
a fence corner, being the southeast corner of the ranch, and then you can see the south boundary line along the top of the
ridge . . .” Or some similar comment. Later it might be found that the fence lines did not exactly match the property boundary
lines, based on a boundary survey.

In one instance, a water well was drilled inside a fence, thought to be the property boundary. The owner of the property
was pleased at the outcome of the well, but was not so happy when a later survey indicated the well was actually ten feet into
the neighbor’s parcel. To avoid a dispute which might have ended in court, the two parties involved decided to share the well.
We never found out how long this peaceful solution may have lasted.

In another instance, we thought we had a property description correct on a potential project based on a telephone discus-
sion with the owner and other information he provided. When we arrived at the site to proceed with the work, in discussion
with the owner, we thought the “search area” was around ten acres, but found we were mistaken by a magnitude of ten . . . it
was more like 100 acres in size! This error in judgement called for additional field and office time to complete the project at our
expense.

In the past, it seems, we often had to gain experience “the hard way”. Now, with GPS coordinates in hand during planning
of such a project, this error would not have occurred. Sometimes, the way we worked in “the good old days” is best forgotten,
in favor of using all the modern technology that is now available to us.     

Jeremy
Jeremy Wire may be contacted via e-mail to michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com

www.starironworks.com

257 Caroline Street
Punxsutawney, PA  15767

800-927-0560 • 814-427-2555
Fax: 814-427-5164

SERVING THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Serving the Drilling Industry
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www.starironworks.com

257 Caroline Street
Punxsutawney, PA  15767

800-927-0560 • 814-427-2555
Fax: 814-427-5164

SERVING THE WATER WELL INDUSTRY

Serving the Drilling Industry
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Notes from the Groundwater Guy
by Thomas E. Ballard, P.G., C.H.G.

Southeast Hydrogeology, PLLC

Stainless Wells
Recently, I talked about why a well constructed with more expensive but durable materials may be

the least expensive well over its life span. This is due to the fact that some of those more expensive ma-
terials typically last longer and have longer well rehabilitation intervals than less expensive materials.

One place where we see people trying to save costs on well construction is through the use of mild steel casing coupled
with stainless steel screens. On the surface, it seems like a good way to reduce the up-front cost of the well since the mild
steel casing may be a half to a third the price of the equivalent stainless steel. The problem, of course, is galvanic corrosion,
an electrochemical process in which one metal corrodes preferentially when it is in electrical contact with another. Ultimately,
this will manifest itself as pitting and holes in the lower quality steel. The rate of the corrosion can be accelerated by groundwater
more conducive to corrosion.

While stainless steel may not always be necessary, the use of dissimilar metals in well construction should be avoided. If
a corrosive environment exists, then stainless should the material of choice. The Langelier Saturation Index (LSI) test is one
way to determine the potential corrosiveness of groundwater. The LSI takes into account alkalinity, pH, calcium, total dissolved
solids, and water temperature to determine the potential for the groundwater to form mineral incrustations (positive LSI) or be
corrosive (negative LSI). We often run an LSI test during test hole drilling, but an indication of corrosion potential can be ob-
tained using an LSI result from a nearby well also.

A good example of this is a well we recently assessed which was having severe sanding issues. There was a discrepancy
between the well drilling log which showed the use of stainless steel casing between two screened intervals of wire-wrap stain-
less steel, and the actual construction of the well, which indicated mild steel had actually been used instead of stainless. A
dynamic well video survey taken under pumping conditions showed substantial corrosion in the casing interval, with large holes
allowing water and sand to pour into the well casing as the well was drawn down during pumping. Substituting mild steel casing
in this well for stainless has resulted in a substantially reduced life span of the well or, at a minimum, a large expense for well
repairs.

Tom
Tom Ballard may be contacted via e-mail to michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Too Much Integration
by Britt Storkson
Owner, P2FlowLLC

What is integration? It’s a fancy way of describing the process of taking many components and making
one product from them. Example: “Integrating” remote control functions into a toy car.

A few weeks ago, I got a call from a friend in north central Montana. He said one of their heating sys-
tems had failed and wanted to know what I thought the best way would be to deal with the problem. From

the description he gave, it sounded like the thermostat had failed.
I then asked him why he didn’t simply replace the thermostat for about $20? He said he couldn’t do that because it was

“integrated” - meaning every component depended on every other component, and if one component failed or wasn’t there,
the rest of the system wouldn’t work.

The system manufacturer had a solution: Replace the entire control unit for $2200! So my friend was faced with paying
for the replacement - an entire control unit - because of the failure of one small component which “took out” the rest of the sys-
tem. Sounds like a raw deal for the system user, but a great deal for the system seller.

To compare, let’s consider computer controls for water pumping. Basically, the only thing that fails once in a great while
are the pressure sensors. Sometimes they get submerged or damaged by freezing. One could easily claim the failure of the
sensor required the replacement of the entire control unit. How would the customer know it wasn’t true? But that wouldn’t be
ethical; a good reputation and name is more valuable than making sales.

Sometimes vendors use specialty connectors or odd pressure ranges to force the customer to buy replacement parts from
them at much higher prices instead of much less costly but good quality “generic” parts available from a variety of sources.
For example, a standard pressure sensor pressure range is 0-100 psi (pounds per square inch). One company uses a non-
standard 0-120 psi pressure sensor, but this also makes replacement more difficult and costly for the end user.

Standard pressure sensors are widely available, and can be fit it with “keyed” connectors which can only go together one
way. If the connector is damaged, the customer can “wire nut” the two wires together if needed. If this sensor is hooked up
backwards, it won’t work - but it won’t hurt anything either. If it doesn’t work, you can simply switch the wires so it does work.
This makes it very easy to coach the customer over the phone because it is simple and there is very little that can go wrong.

Good controls development often involves making the individual components easily identifiable and replaceable. It is pos-
sible to test the sensor periodically; and if it’s a problem, then indicate it on the display. Wisely selecting connector components
makes replacement easy and inexpensive.

The job of a good controls developer is to make the computer do as much as possible so the customer needs to do as
little as possible to make things work.
This often requires leaving off compo-
nents rather than adding them. I t
doesn’t mean we do not ever add com-
ponents, but as my English teacher
once said about adding commas in a
sentence, “When it doubt, leave them out.”

Britt
Britt Storkson may be contacted 

via e-mail to michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Save Your Hearing Day
May 31st

Always be alert to hazardous
noise, and wear proper hearing
protection when needed.

Photo by David Becker.

http://www.betterwaterind.com/
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Technology in the Gas and Oil Industry ~ Threat Or Opportunity?
Adapted from Information by KPMG LLP

Technology such as artificial intelligence (AI), robotics, and autonomous machinery is making an impact in industries all
over the world, including the gas and oil industry. According to research by KPMG, gas and oil CEOs actually see the potential
technological disruption as more of an opportunity than a threat, but admit more work needs to be done.

Applying new technology is already underway in some applications. As a matter of fact, 85% of gas and oil CEOs report
they have already implemented AI, or are piloting AI for some processes, while only 59% feel their company is active in adopting
new technology. 

"Technology is disrupting the status quo in the oil and gas industry. AI and robotic solutions can help us create models that
will predict behavior or outcomes more accurately, like improving rig safety, dispatching crews faster, and identifying systems
failures even before they arise. This level of predictability can have a profound impact on our industry,” said Regina Mayor,
global sector head, Energy and Natural Resources, KPMG.

Industry confidence is up and CEOs are setting their sights on
growth opportunities, with 85% being confident in continued industry
growth and 88% being confident in their company’s own growth
prospects.

When CEOs were asked about the long-term benefits of AI,
nearly half of them said acceleration of revenue growth. Other ben-

efits mentioned include increased agility and improved risk management, all within a three-year time frame. So, what about
the human factor? The majority of gas and oil CEOs believe technology will actually create more jobs than they eliminate. 

As oil prices remain high, industry confidence is up and CEOs are setting their sights on growth opportunities. "The higher
price of oil is playing a significant role in driving a more positive sentiment across the industry," said Mayor. "Executives are
really honing in on ways they can improve internal efficiencies . . . and the use of robotics, AI, and other means of digitalization
across the industry."

The outlook isn’t all positive as CEOs consider the emerging / disruptive technology risk, environmental / climate change
risks, cybersecurity, and other factors as threats to achieving growth. Another concern for long-term growth is the need to
appeal to future consumers, Millennials in particular. CEOs are concerned about whether they can understand and meet the
needs of Millennials and when asked about the key challenges of meeting those expectations, nearly half said they struggle
to understand how the needs of this generation differ from older customers. Listening to the needs of new generations will
be critical as organizations shift their attention to a generation of consumers who have used the Internet most of their lives and
are very familiar with technology.

G&O
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The Un-Comfort Zone II
by Robert Evans Wilson, Jr.

How to Know Who You Can Trust
In my last article, I wrote about loyalty, which got me thinking about trust. I wondered who is in my

life that I trust, and who I don’t trust. It didn’t take me long to realize I trust everyone in my life, because
I shed those whom I don’t trust.

As I pondered trust, I recalled a woman I once dated, who told me she was a widow. Later on, I
learned from an independent source she was divorced, not widowed. When I inquired about this dis-
crepancy, she admitted she was divorced, but her ex-husband died a year or so after their divorce, so she figured it qualified her
as a widow. If she wanted to consider herself a widow, that was fine with me, but the problem was my trust was broken, and I
started questioning the veracity of all her stories. As Friedrich Nietzsche observed, “I'm not upset that you lied to me, I'm upset
that from now on I can't believe you.” Unsurprisingly, a month later, we were no longer dating.

When I was in college, I was riding in the car with one of my closest friends when he was pulled over by the police and ar-
rested for driving under the influence of alcohol. I had to call my parents from jail to come pick me up. A few months later, I was
riding with him again, when he was pulled over for speeding. The policeman searched his car and found some marijuana in the
console and arrested him. I felt lucky I wasn’t arrested too. Nevertheless, I had still had the embarrassment of having to call my
parents to come pick me up at jail again. After that incident, my trust was broken, and I quit riding with him. Whenever we went
somewhere, I always insisted we go in separate cars. A few years later, on an occasion when we had agreed to go out for lunch,
he showed up at my house and offered to drive. I said, “You know I won’t ride with you.” He then replied, “It’s not a problem anymore;
with my new car, I never get pulled over.” Curious, I asked how that could be. So he explained he had purchased a used police
car, had it painted and outfitted to look like an unmarked patrol car, and ever since he hadn’t been pulled over even when
speeding past a radar-trap. It was not enough to restore my trust, and we continued on to lunch in separate vehicles as usual.

Before our trust can be lost, we first have to give it. For some people, we make them earn our trust, but for others, we
freely give it away. According to ChangingMinds.org: “Trust is both an emotional and logical act.” On one hand, it is a feeling.
If we have some familiarity with a person, that is if they share something meaningful with us such as culture, values, or even
community, we are more likely to give them our trust without expecting them to earn it first.

According to author, Simon Sinek, “When we’re surrounded by people who believe what we believe, something remark-
able happens, trust emerges.” On the other hand, before we are willing to do business with a stranger, we want some assur-
ance they will provide what is expected.

The motivation behind trust is to find someone who cares enough about us that
we can rely on them. But this desire involves risk. When we trust someone, we
make ourselves vulnerable to that person. We give that person the power to hurt
us. Do you know if the person you want to trust cares about you? If not, then you
might want to make them prove their trustworthiness first.

Trust, like loyalty and respect, is a two-way street. If you want other people to
trust you, you must give them reasons. The Golden Rule: "Do unto others as you
would have them do unto you," is a great place to start if you want to create trust.

We foster trust within another person by being reliable or predictable - espe-
cially if we are seeking to do business with them. You earn trust by delivering what
you promised, when you promised it. Trust may also require a certain level of
expertise, ability, or competence. For example, people will not want to hire you as
a doctor if you haven’t been to medical school. Education, however, is seldom
enough. It also takes having confidence in yourself and your abilities to build trust
from others. And, if the person considering you for a job doesn’t know you, then
they will want to know someone who does know you. That’s why referrals, recom-
mendations, and testimonials are so important.

Trust is vital to the success of every relationship - whether it is personal or pro-
fessional. In brief, being trustworthy means you keep your word, maintain your
responsibilities, prove your competence, and . . . you never lie, cheat, or gossip!

Robert
Robert is an author, humorist, and

innovation consultant. He works with
companies that want to be more com-
petitive and with people who want to
think like innovators.

For more information on Robert,
visit www.RobWilsonSpeaker.com or
contact him via e-mail to michele@

worldwidedrillingresource.com

Atlantis VaultAtlantis Vault

• Self-Contained• Self-Contained
• Simple installation• Simple installation

• Trouble-free operation• Trouble-free operation

For more information call:
(270) 786-3010
or visit us online:

www.geothermalsupply.com
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Have received this magazine for
many years while employed [elsewhere]
and found it to be very useful in many
aspects of all drilling applications for
surface.

Len Botha
Crown Drilling Services

South Africa

http://www.geothermalsupply.com/
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OIP-G Successfully
Detects Coal Tar
Fluorescence

Adapted from Information by
Geoprobe Systems®

The Optical Imaging Profiler (OIP) is
a direct push photo-logging system devel-
oped by Geoprobe®. It uses a downhole
light source and complementary metal-
oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera
to investigate for fluorescent contaminants
through a sapphire window on the side
of the probe. Intended for use in soils
and unconsolidated formations, the OIP
probe was initially developed with an
ultraviolet (UV) light emitting diode for
the detection of fuel fluorescence.
Several common organic contaminants
of concern (coal tars, creosote, bunker
fuels) yield inconsistent results under UV light, but do fluoresce under green wavelength light. So Geoprobe® developed an
OIP probe with a green wavelength light source - the OIP-G - in which the downhole camera acquires images of fluores-
cence at 30 frames per second, displaying them on-screen during logging. The images are analyzed for the percent area of
fluorescence (%AF), and one image every 0.05 feet is saved to the log file. If there is no fluorescence, the images are dark. 

The OIP-G probe includes a dipole electrical conductivity (EC) array
for the measurement of bulk formation EC. The EC and %AF logs are dis-
played onscreen along with the images of fluorescence as the probe is
advanced. 

Geoprobe® coordinated with Gary Richards and Jonathan Stephenson
of the Kansas Department of Health and Environment (KDHE) and their
contractor GSI Engineering of Wichita, Kansas, to conduct a test of the
OIP-G system at the former manufactured gas plant in Wellington, Kansas.

The site is underlain by clay-rich alluvium with silty to sandy interbeds
to a depth of about 30 feet with Permian Age shale as the bedrock. OIP-G
logs were completed at 39 locations to depths of up to 33 feet. Logs from
the Wellington site revealed the presence of significant fluorescence at sev-
eral locations and depths. Sampling was performed at selected locations
and targeted depths based on the fluorescence logs. The samples collected
with the Geoprobe® DT22 soil coring system were submitted for analysis of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), which

are also known as polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons. Lab analyses revealed the
presence of elevated PAH concentrations
in most samples.  

Importantly, sampling revealed false
positive results (up to 40%AF) were
detected at a few locations. Bench tests
with dilute hydrochloric acid revealed the
false positive results occurred due to the
presence of calcareous minerals. The flu-
orescence of calcite is well-documented.
Inspection of the targeted core samples
quickly verified the presence of coal tars,
calcareous sediments, caliche nodules. 

Following fieldwork, cross sections
with EC and %AF logs helped to define
the presence and distribution of coal tars
in the subsurface and identify preferential
migration pathways. These results indi-
cate the OIP-G system is a useful tool for
investigation of facilities with coal tar con-
tamination.

Members of GSI Engineering and the Kansas Department
of Health & Environment running an OIP-G log in front of
the former manufactured gas plant building, which has
been converted to a railroad museum.

ENV
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Frequently-Used Geological Terms Part 81
Glossary Adapted from the Dictionary of Geological Terms

R
Residual Soil - Soil formed in place by the decomposition of rocks like those around it.
Resistates - Sediments composed of chemically resistant minerals, enriched in weathering residues; highly quartzose sedi-
ments characteristically rich also in zircon, ilmenite, rutile, and occasionally cassiterite, monazite, and gold.
Resolution - A measure of the ability of geophysical instruments, or of remote sensing systems, to define closely spaced targets.
Resorption - The partial or complete refusion or solution, by and in a magma, or previously formed crystals or minerals with
which the magma, owing to changes of temperature, pressure, or chemical composition, has ceased to be in equilibrium.
Resources - Reserves plus all other mineral deposits which may eventually become available. Either known deposits which
are not recoverable at present, or unknown deposits, that may be inferred to exist but have not yet been discovered. They rep-
resent the mineral endowment, global, regional, or local, ultimately available for use. 
Resurgence - The point where an underground stream appears at the surface to become a surface stream. 
Reticulate - A vein or lode with a netlike structure. This term is also used to describe a rock texture in which crystals are
partially altered to a secondary mineral, forming a network that encloses remnants
of the original mineral. 
Reversed Polarity - A natural remanent magnetization opposite to the present am-
bient geomagnetic field direction. Also used to describe a configuration of the earth’s

magnetic field with the magnetic positive pole, where
field lines leave the earth, located near the geographic
north pole.
Reworked - Said of a sediment, fossil, rock fragment,
or other geologic material that has been removed or dis-
placed by natural agents from its place of origin and in-
corporated in recognizable form in a younger formation,
such as a reworked tuff, carried by flowing water and re-
deposited in another location.
Rg Wave - A slow, short-period Rayleigh wave which only travels along a nonoceanic path. The
“g” refers to the granitic layer.

Look
for more terms

next month!

This gold vein stockwork is an example
of reticulate. Photo by James St. John.

C&G

http://www.wellvu.com/
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The PFAS Management, Mitigation,
and Remediation Conference
June 19-20 ~ Westerville, OH

phone: 614-898-7791
www.ngwa.org

by: Texas Ground Water Association
Continuing Education

June 7 ~ San Marcos, TX, sponsored
by Austin Pump & Supply

June 11 ~ Jasper, TX, sponsored by
Southeast Texas Groundwater

Conservation District
phone: 512-472-7437

www.tgwa.org

by: Princeton Groundwater, Inc. 
Remediation Course

June 10-14 ~ Las Vegas, NV
phone: 813-964-0800

www.princeton-groundwater.com

Mining
by: Colorado School of Mines 

Space Resources Roundtable /
Planetary & Terrestrial Mining

Sciences Symp./ Tenth Joint Mtng
June 11-14 ~ Golden, CO

phone: 303-384-2690
www.csmspace.com

by: Edumine 
Mining 101 - A Non-Technical

Primer for Mining
June 18,19,20 ~ LIVE WEBINAR

phone: 604-683-2037
www.edumine.com

Pumps
by: Franklin Electric

Irrigation / Industrial
June 11-12 ~ Wilburton, OK

phone: 800-348-2420
www.franklinwater.com/more/
training/franklintech-schedule/

E-mail your training
opportunities to:

michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com

Open the Doorway to all the
Event Photos during 

Virginia Water Well Association 2019.

To see all the photos from this event,
go to www.worldwidedrillingresource.com or click here.

Feel free to download at will and print the photo(s) of your choice.
Compliments of WorldWide Drilling ResourceWorldWide Drilling Resource®®. Photos are copyrighted

and released for personal use only - no commercial use permitted.

Foundations
by: TEI Rock Drills

Hollow Bar School
June 2-4 & 5-7~ Montrose, CO

phone: 800-777-3745
www.teirockdrills.com

by: American Society of Civil Engineers
Deep Foundations: Design,

Construction, and Quality Control
June 27-28 ~ Cincinnati, OH

phone: 703-295-6300
www.asce.org

Gas & Oil
by: Sustaining Oklahoma’s Energy Res.

Artificial Lift
June 6 ~ Oklahoma City, OK

phone: 405-601-2098
www.soerok.com

Groundwater / Water Well
by: National Ground Water Association

Field Methods: Groundwater
Sampling and Analysis 

June 3-5 ~ Westerville, OH
Fundamentals of Groundwater

Geochemistry 
June 6-7 ~ Westerville, OH

PFAS in Groundwater Workshop:
The Professional’s Challenge

June 18 ~ Westerville, OH

EducationEducation
ConnectionConnection
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A Consultant’s Perspective
by Edward E. Everett, CPG

Strata Environmental Services, Inc.

The WWDRWWDR Team welcomes Edward Everett as a contributing writer. He has a master of science
degree in geology, specializing in hydrogeology. He is a member of the American Institute of Professional
Geologists, Michigan Ground Water Association, and National Ground Water Association. Ed is founder
and president of Strata Environmental Services in Mason, Michigan; and is also a partner at Blackhawk
Geophysical Services. Here is his first article:

When my career in hydrogeology started 42 years ago, I had the great privilege of working with some very good well
drilling professionals who taught me more about well design and installation procedures than any college coursework could.
The company I worked for had a number of drill rigs, primarily focused on the environmental monitoring field, but I did run rigs
for a number of years and learned from that experience as well. Our company (which consisted mostly of geologists/hydro-
geologists) was often hired to develop large water supplies, and it was our responsibility to hire the drilling contractor, conduct
test borings, design the production wells, oversee the drilling and well installation, run aquifer tests, and complete the aquifer
analyses. Unfortunately, times change and the completion of a well is a “small” part of the total project, which likely includes
the water distribution system and possibly water treatment. The engineering design and infrastructure installation costs far ex-
ceed the cost of installation and testing of water wells. We frequently get hired as a subcontractor to the drilling firm, and have
little say in the design of the wells - just verify the drilling company is doing their job.

Hydrogeologists are tasked with evaluating the groundwater resource, predicting the sustainability of that resource, and
assuring no adverse resource impacts occur (limit surface water depletion). With computers and limited data, we can make all
kinds of predictions, and this appears to be the method preferred by regulatory agencies here in Michigan (hopefully not many
other places). As scientists, we are seldom able to obtain enough data to satisfy our thirsty minds, mostly because of financial
limitations. However, most of us are realists and understand some limitations. As an industry, the professionals in the water
supply fields (drilling contractors, geologists, and engineers) need to push for sufficient funding to collect better hydrogeologic
data which will allow for a much better understanding of the hydrogeologic system, to make better predictions - based on real
data - of the sustainability of the resource.

What does this involve? 1. Push to make sure at least one test bore is drilled through the entire aquifer thickness, even if
the formation becomes less desirable (finer sand, no fractures in the bedrock, etc.); 2. Keep accurate drill logs, including what
the base formation was (aquitard); and 3. Good aquifer test data.

Geophysical logs of a test bore on-site takes some of the subjective formation descriptions to a common denominator, but
(at least in Michigan) they are not required and often not specified.

Ed     Ed Everett may be contacted via e-mail to
michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com

Recipe Corner
Courtesy of the Texas Ground Water Association Ladies

Auxiliary - Women of Water

Cheesy Slow Cooker Potatoes

1 Bag of Southern-Style Hash Brown Potatoes
1 Can Cream of Celery Soup
1 Can of Cream of Chicken Soup
1 Large Carton of Sour Cream
1 Pound of Bacon
1 Stick of Butter
16 Ounces of Velveeta® Cheese

Cook and crumble bacon. Melt butter and Velveeta®

cheese together.

Mix all ingredients in a slow cooker  and cook on high for
2 hours.

If you double the recipe, cook for 4 hours.

WTR
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Drilling Into Money Not Boring
by Mark E. Battersby

The Two Sides of Independent Contractor Misclassification
Employers have long preferred to treat workers as independent contractors, reaping payroll tax sav-

ings, no fringe benefits, or other expenses associated with employees. By the same token, workers - in-
cluding the owners of many drilling businesses - could potentially lower their own tax bills by shifting from
being an employee to independent contractor.

Drilling businesses that want to reduce costs by using independent contractors need to be sure these
workers really aren’t employees. And, while the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act contained a special 20% deduction from the
income of independent contractors operating pass-through businesses, such as S Corporations, LLCs, and partnerships, many
workers, as well as business owners, are eyeing the lower tax bills which might result from shifting from being an employer to
independent contractor.

Obviously, this is not an easy decision. First, the 20% deduction from pass-through income generally occurs only as long
as taxable income is less than $157,500 for an individual or $315,000 for those filing jointly. What’s more, switching to inde-
pendent contractor status might mean the loss of valuable benefits normally provided by - and deductible by - employers.

Although independent contractors
are a proven way for employers to
achieve workforce flexibility and save
money, they are also a popular strategy
providing drilling professionals a great
deal of flexibility and, in many cases,
lower tax bills for those choosing inde-
pendent contractor status for them-
selves. Those lower tax bills and the
difficulty in determining who is and who
isn’t an “independent contractor,”
explains the “misclassification” crack-
down.

Generally, a worker doesn’t qualify
as an independent contractor if he or
she performs services which are con-
trolled by the employer. The relationship
itself is another factor. Are the individ-
ual’s services a key aspect of the
drilling operation’s regular business?
How do the individual’s assignments
compare to those of the operation’s full-
time worker/employees?

Fortunately, the Internal Revenue
Service and the courts look at the total-
ity of circumstances. In other words, if
all the criteria point toward the worker
being an independent contractor, the
fact the worker is paid by the hour won’t
necessarily turn this into an employer/
employee relationship.

Just as every business should be
careful to distinguish between employ-
ees and independent contractors, so
should every drilling business when
choosing independent contractor status
as a pass-through entity. Professional
assistance may be required to ensure
you and/or your workers are clearly
“independent contractors.”

Mark
Mark E. Battersby may be contacted

via e-mail to michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Through
the 

Front
Door!
by Jim

Kuebelbeck

As the readers of WorldWideWorldWide prob-
ably know, I wasn’t always a water dows-
er. Our experiences in life make us who
we are, and everything that happens
along the way contributes in some way
to what we ultimately become as a per-
son. I believe we are all born with differ-
ent talents and abilities, and it is solely
up to us to discover and develop these
unique inborn talents to a level whereby
they can be of benefit to ourselves or
others.

Some years ago, I was stationed at
the Naval Air Station in Brunswick, Georgia. Besides enjoying some of the local beaches, many of the airmen played a
lot of pool in the establishments around town. Shooting pool was quite popular in the area at the time, and some of us had
actually become quite good at it (me included, if I say so myself) and I often somehow managed to beat some of the other
airmen in the squadron.

At the time, Willie Mosconi, one of the best-known “pool sharks” in the United States, agreed to put on an exhibition in
one of the local pool halls. The event was widely publicized, and many of us on the base looked forward to his exhibition. To
us, it was going to be a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to see a true professional, and many of us airmen came into town to
witness the event.

Before Willie began his “show” he asked if anyone wanted to volunteer playing with him. No one raised their hands. Then,
in an effort to embarrass me, some of the other airmen in the audience (whom I had beaten in the past), pointed to me and
loudly said, “He will!”

More than a bit red-faced, I reluctantly agreed, and walked over to the pool table. Willie told me he’d play a little “rotation”
(where we’d each have to shoot all the numbered balls in sequence; one through fifteen). He told me I could break.

I really slammed the cue ball, and the balls went all over the table - but none went in. Then Willie unceremoniously pro-
ceeded to clean the table from 1 through 15. I vividly remember the cheers and jeers and laughter from my so-called friends.
Willie then suggested we play a game of “8 ball”. I didn’t manage to get any balls in the pockets in that game either, but I did
get a smile and a handshake from Willie,
which was reward enough I guess.

In retrospect, I believe some of the
guys were jealous of me, after the fact,
but at least I can always say I shot pool
with one of the greatest pool players of all
time, and it remains forever in my mem-
ory!

The statements and comments in
this article are based on information and
references believed to be true and factual.
If you have any questions or comments,
please forward them to me in care of
WWDRWWDR.

Jim
Jim Kuebelbeck may be contacted

via e-mail to michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Congratulations to:

Congratulations to:

Carol Jansons

Carol Jansons

Lakewood, CO

Lakewood, CO

Winner for April!

Winner for April!

Time for a Little Fun!

April Puzzle Solution:
Vanair Manufacturing, Inc.
Eijkelkamp/SonicSampDrill

Win a prize! Send your
completed puzzle to:
WWDRWWDR PO Box 660

Bonifay, FL 32425
or fax to: 850-547-0329

Can you identify which ads in this
issue these two photos came from?

September 26-27, 2019
Hyatt Regency Dulles

Herndon, Virginia

For more information call 877-632-4748 
or visit www.nda4u.com

Save the Date
2019 NDA Convention

Exhibitor & Sponsor Opportunities are Available!

Golf Outing - President’s Dinner with Awards & Entertainment -
Presentations for CE Credits - Outdoor Rig Displays - and More...

http://www.nda4u.com
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WorldWide WorldWide SUPER MART™SUPER MART™
Call Now!Call Now!

850-547-0102850-547-0102

QUICK CASH MONEY
Paid for Drill Rigs, Pump Hoists,
Mud Pumps, Drill Pipe, & Bits.

RENE HENDON Tel: 281-260-0880
120-120

Mobile B30S, PTO, on 1990 Ford F-450,
7.3 diesel with 75,000 miles. Rig has
24’ boom and modified to have slide
right-left, and front-back...$12,000 OBO
Mobile B33 on 2-axle trailer, Ford in-
dustrial 4-cyl. engine, front-back slide,
winch, and cathead. Rig is gearbox and
kelly driven. Pulled with Suburban and
off-road with 25hp tractor...$21,000
Also available: Mills 3-key HS augers,
safety drive hammer, AW rod, misc. bits.

Call or text 803-324-5200 for more
info. Will be glad to text pictures.

130-931

SEMCO, INC.
All-Hydraulic Hydrorench

S112H in Stock
1-12” Four Rollers

Breaks Pipe, Makes Pipe to Torque Specs
800-541-1562

238-135

������	��	
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Kathy

220-1108

220-919

Jerry’s Bit Service Inc. will meet your
every drilling need. We service and sell
tricone, PDCs, as well as hole openers.
Rather rent a PDC? No problem. Got you
covered. Our company will repair your
PDC regardless if it is a rental or purchase.

(940) 683-2874      Fax: (940) 683-2874
Mobile: (940) 393-2394

Contact: Jerry Shoemaker
jerryshoemaker54@yahoo.com

Jerry’s Bit Service Inc.
710 CR 3336

Paradise TX  76073   USA

220-822

220-162

CCaallll,, FFaaxx,, oorr EE--mmaaiill
ffoorr QQuuootteess

PO Box 1067
Archer City, Texas 76351

994400--557744--22223388
994400--557744--44997777 FFaaxx

e-mail: usabit@usarockbit.com
Visit our website:

www.usarockbit.com

              

220-694

940-839-8857940-839-8857

KC Bit & Supply, LLCKC Bit & Supply, LLC
sales@kcbits.comsales@kcbits.com
www.kcbits.comwww.kcbits.com

Serving oilfield
needs since

2006
Atlas Copco tricones, mill
bits, new and rerun tooth

and button bits

220-648

Send your classified ad around 
the world with WWDRWWDR.

Call or e-mail Kathy today
850-547-0102

kathy@
worldwidedrillingresource.com

P          

220-712
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(2) 55 SpeedStars, and  Alten 32A, 24A.
Call for price on rigs.

269-209-5594  or 
E-mail: cablewelldriller42@yahoo.com
Ray Leonard, Battle Creek, MI   USA 

305-170

We Buy and Sell All Makes & Models
of Cable Tool Rigs!

Wanted BE models 24L, 28L, 36L , 60L
NEW Twin Disc clutches and 

parts for all makes
***NEW Smeal / Hunke Pump Hoist***
Buy / Sell Used Pump Hoists - All Makes!
740-408-0725       Reese Rig & Tool

305-982

Hocker Drilling and Fishing Tools
Special Price on Cable Tools! We
accept Visa & Master Card. New &
Used Cable Tools, Rope Sockets,

Stems, and Bailers. Call 270-926-2889
dhocker2@roadrunner.com

307-107
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238-673

Hydraulic and pneumatic tools in stock. 
Sizes 1” to 20”.

Model 113HD

All Hydraulic
Sizes 1"-13"

(208) 365-3492 • Fax: (208) 365-3792
rauchmfg.com

rauchmfg@frontiernet.net

����	������
�
���

238-879

238-574 305-863

Clean 55 SpeedStar Cable Tool Rig,
One owner, truck & rig never run on
salt, mtd. on ‘92 Ford 600 in very good
condition, new mud & snow tires, low
miles, gas eng., rig is powered by ‘08
pre-emissions 3-cyl. Cat® diesel eng.
w/1300 hrs, (2) catheads, leveling screw
jacks, welder, (2) toolboxes, telescoping
center drill rest for up to 21' sections of
casing, full tooling in new condition, rig
completely rebuilt and was never used
again due to buying new rig, many extra
parts & bits included, rig ready to work,
(Frederic, Wisconsin)....$25,000 OBO

Brant Beecroft 715-653-2635

���	���
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307-518

Carbide Button Bits
Cable Drilling & Fishing Tools

www.RAMPPCO.com

Worldwide 
Manufacturer

of Cable 
Drilling Tools

800-272-7886

Have an article idea? 

Submit it to us today.

Call Bonnie at
850-547-0102

or e-mail bonnie@
worldwidedrillingresource.com



2004 Sullair skid-mtd. compressor,
3408 B Cat® reman. engine, 475 hrs.,
Sullair compressor approx. 2700 hrs.,
has the I&M Mesabi group and Murphy
shutdown.........................$36,500 OBO
Cummins QSK 19 eng., SS#60600398,
CPL#2810, refurb., 525 hp...$24,000 OBO
NEW Sullivan-Palatek air compressor,
0 hrs., 1150/350 OR can be a 900/500,
SS#3001-00023...............$32,000 OBO
918-534-9901 or Cell: 918-534-6022

335-1018

900 cfm/350 psi Sullair rebuilt air end
model 02250056-648................$15,000 
1170 cfm/350 psi Ingersoll-Rand/Cat®

C15. New cooler, skid, and paint. Looks
better than new.........................$99,000 
Gardner Denver Joy/WB12 booster/
Cat® C16...................................$95,000
Joy WB12 booster/Det. series 60..$50,000
Joy WB12 booster/Det. 12V 92 ..$60,000

Call Alan Lang: 801-554-2419
335-1027
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Casing Handling Equipment
317

U         

�������
���

309-490

SC 350’ or 500’
R-Cam Series 1000’ or 1350’
DW Series 1500’ or 2000’

For all your drilling products and supplies,
visit us online:

www.americawestdrillingsupply.com
www.awds.com

(800) 800-8444  •  (775) 355-1199
sales@awds.com

Cameras

317-490

For all your drilling products and supplies,
visit us online:

www.americawestdrillingsupply.com
www.awds.com

(800) 800-8444  •  (775) 355-1199
sales@awds.com

Casing 
Alignment

Clamps

Torch
Guides
6” thru 16”

Mix and
match for

20% discount

Adjustable

Diverter
Box

6” ONLY - Buy One Get One FREE

Perforators 
Casing Cutters

Pipe Beveling Machines

320-254

TekMark Industries

PVC Cutoff & Torch Guide
DTH Spear - PVC Puller
Heavy Column Pipe Holder

Other Casing Tools
tekmarkwellcasingtools.com

800-747-2485 or 509-747-2485

Internal Casing Lifter 35 Tons

Flush Joint Elevator

Casing Holder 35 Tons

Memorial Day 2019:
WWDRWWDR honors those who

lost their lives in service
to our country. Sell your products 

and equipment in our 
classified section. 

Contact Kathy for the best
rates and coverage.

(850) 547-0102 or kathy@
worldwidedrillingresource.com

YOUR AD HERE

The index finger of the
statue of Liberty is eight

feet long.

What we have to learn to do, we learn
by doing.

~Aristotle



NEW 4¾” smooth drill collars w/3½ 
IF threads; 30', 20' w/breakout flats,
and 10' long.
JWS Equipment  Ph: 405-794-3600

dannystull.jws@gmail.com
425-784
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Drill Pipe Tongs
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335-183

R & R DRILLING INC.
800-874-3907

PH. 423-626-5302 FAX. 423-626-1232
E-mail: airdocron1@gmail.com

Schramm Distributor

GHH - RAND
Distributor of Genuine GHH Rand Parts

Distributor of 
SULLAIR Compressors

NEW & REBUILT SULLAIR
& GHH COMPRESSORS
SHIPPING WORLDWIDE

Will Ship Worldwide!

Sullair 750/350 to 1350/500
GHH 204/128 and CF 1000
Excellent Exchange Prices!

INGERSOLL-RAND
AIR COMPRESSORS

NEW & REBUILT 
HR2s - HR2.5

AIRENDS IN STOCK

401-719

Geoprobe® Rentals (420M, 6712DT, 7822DT)
PrePacked Well Screens

Injection Tooling
Vapor Sampling

Manholes (H20, M-306, Aircraft Rated)
Morrison Bros. Co.®

Johnson Screens®

Proactive Pumps®

888-240-4328   609-631-8939 (fax)609-631-0993
ectmfg.com

proactivepumps.com   torquerplug.com

Stocking Distributor of Genuine Geoprobe®
Tooling & Supplies

Due to the amount of mercury in
Lake Michigan, more than 40% of fish
are born autistic and don’t survive
past their first year.

Maine is not the easternmost
state in the United States. Alaska
is the easternmost and western-
most state in the U.S. It is also the
northernmost.

435-1213

DRILL PIPE MANUFACTURER

Connections

601-736-6112
INFO@HELANBAK.COM

HELANBAK.COM

a API Reg
a API IF
a FEDP
a & Others

a Mayhew JR
a Mayhew Reg
a AW / AWJ
a NW / NWJ

435-120

    

    
      Classified display (photo, box, logo included) per column inch: 1x $71, 3x $69, 6x $67, 12x $62.

A            
           

   

        
  

     

 

Drill Pipe In Stock
2-3/8 x 2-3/8 May. x 20’
2-3/8 x 2-3/8 IF x 20’
2-7/8 x 2-3/8 IF x 20’
3-1/2 x 2-3/8 IF x 20’
3-1/2 x 3-1/2 IF x 20’
4-1/2 x 2-7/8 IF x 20’
4-1/2 x 2-7/8 IF x 25’
5 x 3-1/2 IF x 20’

Weld-On Tool Joints - Used Drill Pipe
Call: RENE HENDON 281-260-0880

renehendon@yahoo.com

437-490

Handles range from 8” to 36” and pipe sizes
range from 1” to 14” OD.
For all your drilling products and supplies,

visit us online:
www.americawestdrillingsupply.com

www.awds.com
(800) 800-8444  •  (775) 355-1199

sales@awds.com

Petol Drill Pipe Tongs

July Issue Deadlines!
Space Reservation:

May 25th

Display & Classified
Ad Copy:
June 1st

         



-WANTED-
20 to 300 hp vertical hollow 

shaft pump motors. 
Good or Bad! Will pick up!!

800-541-1562
510-135
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452-1215

1998 Mobile B-3500 trailer-mounted drill,
dual head: drilling and push probe auto
hammer, Deutz diesel, mast dump, tooling
included. This drill has only 20 hours and
is in perfect condition. 
Sprague and Henwood core drill, diesel
power, Longyear hydraulic chuck. Nice low
hour older rig, spares included.

Sierra Equipment: (510) 887-7500

458-814

The Midwest’s Largest Inventory of Drilling Supplies
Drilling Mud - Polymers - PVC and Stainless Steel -

Aboveground Protectors - Manholes
Water Well-HDD Drilling-Geothermal-Environmental & Remediation

NOW
FEATURING!

IIEESS CCaasstt IIrroonn MMiiccrroo WWeellll MMaannhhoolleess ffoorr
11””,, 33//44””,, aanndd 11//22”” GGeeoopprroobbee®® WWeellllss

Cast Iron - Watertight Monitoring Well Covers for 1”
or Smaller Geoprobe® Wells. These Manholes are
ideal for ORC Injection Applications and Vapor
Sampling Wells.
We deliver to all 50 States - 7 Days a Week! Give us a call!

104 E. DeVore St., Pearl City, IL 61062
Phone: 800-388-2906 Fax: 815-443-2893

E-Mail: mudmen@aeroinc.net
www.iesdrillingsupplies.com

We first make our habits, then our
habits make us.

~Dryden

515-490

Easy Lift 
Casing Elevators

6" and 8" easy lift casing elevators provide
a positive grip on the casing without the
need for weld-on tabs. Carbide teeth dig into
casing on both sides.

Set casing FAST  •  Grab & Go
No slings included 

For all your drilling products and supplies,
visit us online:

www.americawestdrillingsupply.com
www.awds.com

(800) 800-8444  •  (775) 355-1199
sales@awds.com

515-121

ELEVATOR SPECIAL
1”, 1¼”, & 2” Slip-type Elevator w/kwik-clamp

DRILLING EQUIPMENT SALES, INC.
2515 Highway 70 SW • Hickory, NC  28602

828-322-3056
www.drillingequip.com

Package Special 
All 4 pieces for $1000

515-490

Casing Elevators

For all your drilling products and supplies,
visit us online:

www.americawestdrillingsupply.com
www.awds.com

(800) 800-8444  •  (775) 355-1199
sales@awds.com

1”
to
16”

515-490

Casing Elevators

For all your drilling products and supplies,
visit us online:

www.americawestdrillingsupply.com
www.awds.com

(800) 800-8444  •  (775) 355-1199
sales@awds.com

1” to 24”
Sold with Slings

515-187
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Engines
530

515-135

SEMCO INC.
1” Thru 16” Elevators

All steel with safety latch.
800-541-1562

Fax 719-336-2402
www.SEMCOoflamar.com

Ship by       same day

515-490

Clamp-on Style Lifter

For all your drilling products and supplies,
visit us online:

www.americawestdrillingsupply.com
www.awds.com

(800) 800-8444  •  (775) 355-1199
sales@awds.com

These clamp-on style casing lifters
come in pairs and have a lifting
capacity of 4.5 tons. They are able
to accommodate pipe/casing of up
to 0.500” wall thickness.

Each pair
consists of:
clamps,
clevises,
and slings.

515-123

���
�	���
���

July Issue Deadlines!
Space Reservation: May 25th

Display & Classified
Ad Copy: June 1st

530-1102

CATERPILLAR, CUMMINS, DEERE,
DEUTZ, KUBOTA, MERCEDES, MTU,
PERKINS, VOLVO, YANMAR.

NEW SURPLUS ENGINES & GENSETS

www.atlantatruckequipment.com

407-787-2363 805-967

Hammer Lubricator
New with warranty 814-571-0647

Safe non-pressurized 12 gal. tank
Can be mounted anywhere
jhunter206b3@hotmail.com

805-490

•  No foot valve required
•  Easy to service
•  Special heat-treated alloy piston for long 

life, Rockwell hardness 60
•  Minimum loss of performance when

injecting foam or water

Available in 4”, 5”, 6”, 8”, 
10”, and 12” sizes.

For all your drilling products and supplies,
visit us online:

www.americawestdrillingsupply.com
www.awds.com

(800) 800-8444  •  (775) 355-1199
sales@awds.com

�������
���

The hair dryer was the offspring of
the vacuum cleaner and the blender.



Gardner-Denver 4x5, 4½x5, 5x6,
5x8, 5½x8, 5x10, 5½x10, 7½x8, or
7½x10 - several used/rebuilt bare pump
or skidded & diesel powered. Gaso Fig.
1743 7½x10 skidded w/diesel power.
LeRoi 253S2 rebuilt compressor. New
American Mfg. 5x6. Stocking distributor
for American Mfg. pump parts.
Danny Stull: dannystull.jws@gmail.com

Ph: 405-794-3600
1120-784

GD & Wheatley 4x5 to 7x12
Complete Pump, Gearend, Fluidend

RENE HENDON 281-260-0880
1120-120
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805-313

Display Classified Quote:

1.625” x $64/inch = $104 + $20 (color) 
= $124/mth = $1488/yr.

Atlas Manufacturing Ltd
6524 North Island Hwy
Merville BC  V0R 2M0

Canada

Phone: 250-337-5030
Fax: 250-337-5136

Toll-Free 866-338-5090
E-mail: atlas@casinghammer.com

Weldco-Beales
Pneumatic Casing

Hammers

Atlas Manufacturing Ltd.,
Weldco-Beales, 

great Casing Hammers 
are now under one roof.

To see all our products, 
visit us online:

www.casinghammer.com

Atlas 
“Pure Strike”
Hydraulic
Casing 

Hammers

820-610

DU-ALL Injection Pumps
All parts in stock and available for shipment.
Overnight delivery available. Call your local
parts supplier or Fred’s Water Service at

(440) 259-5436 with 
your order or questions.

F r e d ’s  Wa t e r  S e r v i c e ,  I n c .
4390 Elberta Road   Perry, Ohio 44081

Phone (440) 259-5436
www.fwservice. com
Fax: (440) 259-4795

1120-996

Gardner Denver 5-1/2x10 mud pump,
diesel power, new fluid end, new clutch,
on trailer, runs great................$24,000 

Call 209-334-4725

1125-1099

now Renting and
Selling Mud Puppy
Equipment

Hole Products
1413 East Philadelphia St.
Ontario, California 91761

Ph: 909-638-7695
rbruce@holeproducts.com

1125-576

360-477-0251
www.mudslayermfg.com

MUDSLAYER MFG.

Where you
come for 

Innovation

Built for Drillers by Drillers

Women began removing their hair
in 400 B.C. by plucking them or burn-
ing them off with fire.

Each year, the moon’s orbit moves
about 1½ inches farther away from
earth.
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1125-870

SSaavviinngg YYoouu TTiimmee,, MMoonneeyy,, 
aanndd EEqquuiippmmeenntt WWeeaarr

MUD PUPPY, INC.MUD PUPPY, INC.
38688 WEST KENTUCKY AVE

PO BOX 1028
Woodland, CA 95776
Office: 442-242-7507

craigh@mudpuppyinc.com

������	
��	
����

1203-1190

800-452-4902
Manufactured by Vanderlans & Sons

1320 S. Sacramento Street
Lodi CA  95240
209-334-4115

Fax: 209-339-8260
www.lansas.com

Inflatable
Well

Packers

CUSTOM BUILT
PACKERS FOR ANY 

APPLICATION

COMPETITIVE
PRICES

1203-115

1203-409

1205-1184

New - USED - Rebuilt
MILLS Knife Type Perforators
For Sale or Rent  ~  4” thru 24”

Montana 406-580-2818 

��
��	����
����

1230-1012

5T Smeal, mtd. on 2001 Ford F-450
7.3 diesel, w/sandline and remote control,
pipe racks, hydraulic jacks.....$19,500 

517-499-9780

1230-371

The O
riginal

PPUUMMPP PPUULLLLEERR

• Portable
• Lightweight
• Economical

In Production
Since 1973

Funk Manufacturing
Up-Z-Dazy, Inc.

New Phone Number:

717-477-5248

• Welded aluminum frame.
• Waterproof motor and electrical system.
• Worm gearbox holds in any position.
• Will handle up to 2” galvanized pipe @ 

600 lb. capacity.
• Pull or set 24’ per minute.
• Adjustable legs. Extends down to 7”.

(Optional)
Wheel kit w/handles, winch, swing vise 

and overhead guide.



Basic Pump Hoists
Starting At:

S4,000 Pump Hoist, 8,000# cap., 35’
telescoping mast, 30 gal. oil tank, hyd.
pump, 5T safety hook, hyd. controls &
variable speed engine control..$18,975*
S6,000 Pump Hoist, 16,000# 3L cap.,
35’ telescoping mast, 30 gal. oil tank,
hyd. pump, 5T safety hook, hyd. con-
trols & variable speed engine con-
trol...........................................$21,725*
S8,000 Pump Hoist, 22,000# 3L cap.,
36’ telescoping mast, 30 gal. oil tank,
hyd. pump, 7T safety hook, hyd. con-
trols & variable speed engine con-
trol...........................................$27,775*
S10,000 Pump Hoist, 30,000# 3L cap.,
40’ telescoping mast, 30 gal. oil tank,
hyd. pump, 7T safety hook, hyd. con-
trols & variable speed engine con-
trol...........................................$39,325*
S12,000 Pump Hoist, 48,000# 4L
cap., 44’ telescoping mast, 6000# tail-
out line, 72 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
11T safety hook, hyd. controls & vari-
able speed engine control.......$43,865*
S15,000 Pump Hoist, 60,000# 4L
cap., 48’ telescoping mast, 6000# tail-
out line, 72 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
11T safety hook, hyd. controls & vari-
able speed engine control.......$54,325*
S20,000 Pump Hoist, 80,000# 4L
cap., 40’ telescoping mast, 6000# tail-
out line, 72 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
11T safety hook, hyd. controls, & vari-
able speed engine control.......$71,665*
S25,000 Pump Hoist, 100,000# 4L
cap., 40’ telescoping mast, 6000# tail-
out line, 100 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,

15T safety hook, hyd. control & vari-
able speed engine control.......$99,875*
S30,000 Pump Hoist, 120,000# 4L
cap., 40’ telescoping mast, 6000# tail-
out line, 100 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
15T safety hook, hyd. control & vari-
able speed engine control......$117,315*
S35,000 Pump Hoist, 150,000# 5L
cap, 40’ telescoping mast, 6000# tail-
out line, 100 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
22T safety hook, hyd. control & variable
speed engine control.............$139,750*
* At this time a 10% tariff will be added

to the base price due to material
price increases from suppliers.

EQUIPMENT IN STOCK
4,000# Cyclone Pump Hoist, used,
remote control, (1) pipe rack, (2) 3’ & (1)
5’ alum. toolbox...........................$9,950
S6,000 SEMCO, 35’ derrick, 2-spd winch,
22 hp deck engine, RC, 2-PR, aux.
hydro valve, LED LK, service body w/RL,
2015 Dodge 3500, 4x4, gas, auto,
white.........................................$78,945
S15,000 SEMCO, 48’ derrick, 2-spd winch,
HSPTO, 2000’ SR, hyd. oil cooler, aux,
BCO, PA, LK, PTH, 16’ FB, TB, 2015
Freightliner M2, auto, white.....$143,522
S25,000 SEMCO, 50’ derrick, 2-spd winch,
3000’ SR, hyd. oil cooler, aux, HSPTO,
BCO, PA, LK,  CH, HBC, 18’ FB, TB, 2017
Ford F-750, diesel, auto, white...$241,195
S25,000 SEMCO, 50’ derrick, 2-spd winch,
PTO DMP, 2000’ SR, hyd. oil cooler, aux,
HDCH, BCO, PA, LED LK,  PTH, 16’ FB,
TB, 2010 Int’l 4400, diesel, 6-spd,
red...........................................$184,867
M33 Monitor, 40’ derrick, serv. body, GMC,
auto., used, black and orange...$31,950
SMEAL 6T pump hoist, extended mast,
pipe racks, oil cooler, toolboxes, flatbed,
painted blue, mtd. on 2003 Chevy 4500,
diesel, used, white.....................$49,500

Contact us for a list 
of more used equipment.

SEMCO, Inc.
LAMAR, COLORADO

719-336-9006 / 800-541-1562
FAX 719-336-2402

SEMCOPUMPHOIST@GMAIL.COM
www.SEMCOoflamar.com

See our Ad on page 64.
1230-135

WANTED TO BUY
PULSTAR

SMEAL, SEMCO PUMP HOIST
RENE HENDON 281-260-0880

1230-120

5T Smeal, 1989 w/cathead and platform
mounted walking beam, 8’x12’ platform
w/300 gal. SS water tank between cab
and 5T, pipe racks, mounted on 1996
Int’l 4300 with 466DT, 7-speed trans.,
new tires, rebuilt engine, alum. boxes
under and on topside of truck platform.
Located in Central WI. Asking...$20,000 

Call 608-547-3267
1230-907
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1230-815

1998 Smeal 12T pump hoist, mtd. on
1995 Freightliner FL70, sandreel, cathead,
and oil cooler included, bull gear on
drawworks is new, PTO new, and
transmission new, pump rig in GREAT
condition......$70,000....$60,000 OBO

(662) 843-4076

                

1230-505

888-909-9066
www.specialtyrigs.com

2019 F-350 diesel, with a 2014 Hunke 5T,
front and rear outriggers, tilting pipe racks,
adjust. throttle, 44’ mast, tailgate, wire
winder, 84” c/a ratio, and custom flatbed.
Shown with toolboxes for...$89,000, without
toolboxes.......................................$81,500

2010 International 7400 SBA 6X4, with a
Pulstar P60 hoist, MaxxForce GDT 300
engine 300 HP, Fuller 8-spd. deep reduction
trans., only 122,036 miles! 20' flatbed,
54' mast, main line, sandline, layout line,
cathead, oil cooler, aux. hyd. & a 3-part
block............................................$225,000

2006 Ford F-550 diesel, with 5T Smeal.
155,000 miles, new injector and high pressure
pump, fairly new tires,  36' mast, mainline,
sandline, (2) pipe racks, service body, tons
of storage......................................$35,000



KELLY BARS
Fluted, Round, & Square

DRILL PIPE & COLLARS
IR 4-1/2” DP w/2-7/8’ Conn 30’ Joints

6” Drill Collars
ROTARY TABLES

18” SpeedStar with Bushing
8-1/2” Midway

SWIVELS
2” & 3” Little Giant

King 15XV
King 20GW
King 40KG

AIR COMPRESSOR
Screw 900/200 w/Volume Tank

GEARBOXES
Failing
Spicer
Cotta

For additional information and 
equipment go to our web site or

give us a call.
325-653-3433

www.wichtex.com
1320-948

5¼, 7½, 8½, 12, 17½ Rotary Table, 
Hyd. Tubing Tongs, Air Slips, 
Type LF & C Tongs, Elevators
RENE HENDON 281-260-0880

1320-120
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Rig Repair / Parts
1321

1230-511

Duke Equipment Company, LLCLLC
“Reliable and Versatile Pump Hoist

at an Affordable Price” 

wwwwww..ppuummpphhooiisstt44uu..ccoomm
1000 E. Oklahoma Avenue

P. O. Box 215
Darrouzett, TX 79024

806-624-2200806-624-2200

SSeeee UUsseedd TTrruucckkss @@
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The wise will always reflect on the
quality not the quantity of life.

~Seneca
Rig Service / Parts

1325

1321-510

RIG PARTS & REPAIRS by
WATER WELL professionals! 

Rotary Tables • Mud Pumps
Major Components

Parts located, spares provided for
exisitng equipment, 18” rotary tables
now produced with large ring gear
and pinion. 
580-234-5971  www.eniddrill.com

1325-1018

Mobile Equipment Service Co.
1222 Industrial Way
Dewey, OK  74029

Shop: 918-534-9901 • Cell: 918-534-6022

Manufacturing, Sales, and Services
of Drilling, Industrial, and Oilfield

Equipment
Sullivan compressors 

S.R. drilling rigs
• Complete service & rebuild shop 
• Diesel engine overhauls
• Hydrau l i c  sys tem des ign  and
rebuilding services
• Machine shop - weld and fabrication
services
• All type welding services

1325-117

Complete Rebuilding and Repair
of Drill Unit Components.

Failing high-torque PTO, model G250-HT.
Rebuilt to New 4x5 Gardner Denver mud
pump. 

Must Go! / or OBO
Call or fax for listing.

PH: 317-839-7534  FAX: 317-838-9244

317-839-7534

1330-497

1983 SS15 table drive rig, mtd. on
1996 MACK, PTO drawworks, hydrostatic
rotary with 4" kelly, 5x10 piston pump
(rebuilt in 2014), 960’ of 3" OD drill rod
w/2-3/8 Mayhew reg, 20' pipe rack, (4)
hyd. jacks. As is, where is......$69,500
SIMCO® Drilling Equipment, Inc.

800-338-9925

1330-970

2011 AMS CRS17-C Compact, sonic
drillhead, John Deere 4045 diesel,
173 hp, hyd. hoist, rod clamp, wireless
remote, water pump, vibration: 20,000
lbs - 28,000 lbs, feed system: 12’ and
8' stroke, pullback force: 13,000 lbs,
carrier has 4.6 psi ground pressure,
1545 hours...........................$199,500 

909-600-7555

1330-314

2001 REICHdrill T-650-WII, mtd. on
Freightliner FLD-112SD, Cat® 3406 DITA
465hp with Sullair 900/350 compressor,
9000 frame hours, setup for 4” drill
pipe.

Call 814-342-5500 or e-mail:
mjohnson@reichdrill.com
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1330-204

800-963-2466

QUALITY  NEW &
PRE-OWNED RIGS

“ONLY Authorized REICHdrill® sales,
service, and parts dealer in New England.”

We stock 
REICHdrill® and CP Parts.

New REICHdrill® style 4½” and 4” Drill Rod in Stock.

DENISON Hydraulics

We Ship Worldwide

Fan Pumps • Head Motors • Main Pumps 
Hoist Pumps • Control Valves

www.northeastdrill.com

NH: 603-878-0998
VT: 802-235-2466

2001 REICHdrill T-650-WII
Sullair 900/350 airpack, Cat® 3406 deck
engine, mtd. on 2001 Freightliner.

2019 REICHdrill
RTD69TW (T-690-W)

Sullair 1070/375 airpack, Cat®C15 (Tier 4)
on deck, mtd. on 2019 Mack Granite.

2004 REICHdrill T-690-W
Sullair 1070/375 airpack, Cat® C15,
mtd. on 2004 Mack.

SOLD

1330-1226

Aqua Bore G3 Pro Series, compact,
powerful, full featured, economical skid,
single- or tandem-mount water well drill
rig, over 350’ x 8” borehole with XD gas
rig and over 500’ x 10” borehole with UD
super diesel rig, 10’ Mayhew Junior drill
pipe, 800 to 1200 ft. pounds of head torque,
140 rpm, 10,000 to 14,000 lbs push-pull
head force options, 2x or 3x MCM true oil
field mud pumps with flows available from
240 gpm to 370 gpm and pressures from
90 to 155 psi available, high flow T- swivel
with SS ware sleeves and 18,000 pound
thrust bearings and hyd. ram breakout
standard, new options, 22’ high-rise
auxiliary hoist, hyd. drive development
compressor, carry-on single piston hyd.
drive grout pump, Ultra Duty diesel unit
with 160’ of drill pipe on a 10,000 GVW
tandem axle trailer starts at.......$47,300
Phone: 906-458-4983 or 906-884-2170
E-mail: webberconst@hotmail.com
Web: webberfabrication.com

1330-497

2012 SIMCO 2400 SK-1, 975 hours,
48 hp Deutz diesel deck engine, 2-spd.
drillhead (2000 ft lbs max. / 185 rpm
max), long-stroke mast (handles 10'
tooling), 7600 lbs of pull up/down,
winch 2550 lbs max., in/out slide
base, SIMCO drill platform/truck bed
(for a Ram 5500 truck), includes 4
toolboxes and leveling jacks.
SIMCO® Drilling Equipment, Inc.

800-338-9925

1330-1037

Call today to order yours: 
800-348-8809 or 219-326-7788

Powerful and Compact! 7730 lbs

Introducing

Our New & 
Improved 

D-25 D
diedrichdrill.com

1330-995

WANTED TO BUY
ATLAS COPCO/INGERSOLL-RAND DRILL
DM30E, DM45E, DML, T3W, T4W, T5W, RD20

DRILTECH DRILL T25K, D40K, T40K, DH1, DH2
SCHRAMM T685 RC DRILL WITH RC PIPES
WE WANT SURPLUS PIPES, SPARE PARTS

TEL: 818-956-5231      FAX: 818-244-3723
www.pacificcranes.com



1986 Gus Pech Brat 22R, on 86 Int'l
diesel, 3X4 mud, full restoration with all
new hydrostats/pumps, hoses, drill pipe,
pulldown cyl. and cable-rebuilt pto/splitter,
new radial tires, professionally done -
won't disappoint. Rig and truck in excel-
lent condition. Price reduced.....$68,500

Call 816 575-2272 or 816 724-1039
1330-1127
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1330-984

2005 Schramm T-555 drill rig, Sullair
1050/350 air comp., 40,000 pullback,
30,000 pulldown, Cat® C-15 DIT diesel
deck engine @ 565 hp with 9800 hours
18 gpm Bean water pump, can hold
300' in the rod box, 240’ in tower, and
can run up to 8” casing pipe, hammer
holders, 5”, 6”, & 8” hammers, DTH
oiler, hydraulic swing and extend jib
boom, mounted on a 2005 International
7600 truck, powered by C-11 370 hp
diesel engine, 8-speed LL trans., 80,000
gvw, 68,000 miles. 

Location: Hudson, NH USA 
603-765-7776

1330-1219

SpeedStar 15III, mtd. on 2000 Int’l
9400 with 700' pipe................$80,000

Call / text Keith 903-714-1256

1330-815

Wichtex Model R-6 (Serial #81-1302)
Double Drum Drawworks Rig

The unit is powered by an 8V71 Detroit
engine with 8000 series Spicer trans.
with controls for 65’, 150,000 lbs. single
hyd. raising derrick with shifting crown.
Derrick reputed to have been reinforced
to handle 200,000 lbs...........$325,000
Reduced...............................$295,000 
Bottom$...............................$275,000

Call (662) 843-4076  or e-mail
thompson@midsouthwater.com



CME 55 trailer mounted & Mobile B24
mounted on Chevy 2500.
For list of tools and drill string e-mail:
sei91@aol.com or call 843-248-3533

1330-982

QUICK CASH MONEY
Paid for Drill Rigs, Pump Hoists,
Mud Pumps, Drill Pipe, & Bits.

RENE HENDON  Tel: 281-260-0880 
1705-120

Reliable Water Level Indicators
proudly made in the USA. Various

lengths & scales available, selectable
buzzer/light indication & sensitivity
control. Economical repair service.

Waterline Envirotech Ltd.
www.waterlineusa.com

360-676-9635
1710-188

Recipe Corner
Courtesy of the Texas Ground Water

Association Ladies Auxiliary -
Women of Water

Banana Drop Cookies
1½ Cups Sugar
2/3 Cup Shortening
1 Teaspoon Vanilla
2 Eggs
1 Cup Mashed Ripe Bananas
2-1/4 Cup Flour
2 Teaspoons Baking Powder
1/2 Teaspoon Salt
1/2 Teaspoon Baking Soda
1 Cup Chopped Walnuts
1/2 Teaspoon Cinnamon

Preheat oven to 400º. Grease cookie
sheets. In a large bowl, beat 1-1/4
cups of sugar, shortening, and vanilla
until fluffy.

Beat in eggs, then bananas. Combine
flour, baking powder, salt, and soda,
beat into the sugar mixture. Stir in nuts.

Chill 30 minutes. Then drop by teaspoon
two inches apart on cookie sheets.
Combine 1/4 cup of sugar and cinnamon
and sprinkle over cookies. Bake 8-10
minutes. Makes 5 dozen.

~ Debora Wagstaff
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Safety Hose & Fittings
1370
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1370-490

WhipSock
For all your drilling products and supplies,

visit us online:
www.americawestdrillingsupply.com

www.awds.com
(800) 800-8444  •  (775) 355-1199

sales@awds.com

How much is your
safety worth?

Sonic Rigs
1427

1427-301

1540-1019

2006 VACMASTERS Series 4000, on
a 2006 GMC 6500, ~1000 vac hours,
~59,000 miles, with AC and 5-speed
trans.......................................$85,000
Roberts Environmental Drilling, Inc.

ask for Travis 618-476-7334 

1540-996

2000 GMC C6500 dump truck, 77,000
miles, auto., 26GVW, 4-5 yards...$19,500

Call 209-334-4725

���
���
�
���	�������
����

WWDRWWDR photo.

Join the growing community of
people throughout the country and
around the world who have become
part of something much greater than
themselves. Donate today.
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1730-390

Rose-WallRose-Wall puts a new “tilt” onputs a new “tilt” on
the water tank business!the water tank business!

We can build any shape or size We can build any shape or size 
Please call for a custom quotePlease call for a custom quote

1-800-321-15411-800-321-1541
rose-wall.comrose-wall.com

1730-785

Gordon Ballard
Ballard Drilling Co., Inc.

Wadley, Alabama
256-825-5871

Cell: 256-307-4017 (anytime)
E-mail: gballard501@msn.com

2006 International 7600, with Cat®

engine, 10-speed trans., drop axle,
new 2019 bed with 2500 gal. of water
and 150 gal. of fuel w/fuel transfer
pump. Call for price. 

Several trucks in stock.

1730-888

1995 Flatwater Fleet RTT-Rig Tender®

20’, 2100 gal. water capacity fully baffled,
230 gal. aux. fuel tank, 12V DC fuel trans.
pump, 50’ manual hose reel, 5000 lb 20’
crane with pendant remote, 150 gpm
water pump, mtd. on 1995 Ford LTS
9000 with Cat® 3406 350 hp, 90,305 mi.,
10-speed, 40k rear 16k front, Jake
brake...$35,000   Call: 218-729-8721

1730-665

Building and gaining trust by manufacturing quality Flattanks, serving the
water well, mining, mineral explorations, geothermal, directional boring,

and sonic drilling industries. 
We offer your company the satisfaction of a job well done. Check out our
website for more information on our products: www.northwestflattanks.com

Call (406) 466-2146 or (406) 544-5914

Lots of information, pictures, and specs on our website.  We also have used drilling rigs, 
pump hoists, and used flattank support trucks. www.northwestflattanks.com

2005 Mack Model CL733, 565 hp
Cummins ISX, Fuller RTLOF189B
trans, Hendrickson walking beam,
20K front 46K rear, ratio 4:10, 280K
miles total, 2500 gal. Flattank
used 2012 model, with 10,000
IMT wireless radio crane.

New Flattanks
in stock, 2100
gallon, 21’ long
with all standard
equipment. 

2012 Peterbilt 367, ISX15 Cummins 465 HP,
297,743 total miles, 18-speed transmission,
Hendrickson air suspension, 20,000 front,
46,000 rears, 4-way lockers, 3:91 gear ratio,
full double frame, Watson Chalmers 20,000
lift axle, will mount a new Flattank 2100 gallon
that we have in stock with or without a material-
handling wireless IMT crane.

We have more cab and chassis like this
beautiful - 2012 Kenworth, 89,000 miles, new
2100 gallon Flattank, new 8600 IMT wireless
radio remote crane. SOLD

We have (3) new Flattanks in stock. 2100 gallon, 21’ long with or
without a crane mount or we can build your own custom Flattank.
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Well Development
1745

1775-136

The Source of Force

Linepull: 1/2 Ton to 100 Ton plus!

In-Stock Now!

(800) Mr. Winch
greg@ryanhyd.com
www.ryanhyd.com
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1745-938

1753-244

TORQUER™

Professional
Locking Well Plugs

Sched. 40/80
1/2”, 3/4”
1”, 1 1/4”
1 1/2”, 2”
2 1/2”, 3”
4”, 5”, 6” 

coming soon: 8”

www.torquerplugs.com

•Domed top
•No metal parts
•Vented Plug Option
•Padlocks or safety lock out tags
•Most sq. inch of gasket power
•Bright safety orange color
•Vapor extraction convertible
•Low Cost

Sold through authorized 
distributors worldwide.

U.S.
Patent

Protected

1760-156

Environmental
Manufacturing,
Inc.

Toll Free 888-587-0807
Fax 785-539-1349
www.emipipe.com

Flush Thread Pipe,
Fittings, and Supplies for
Monitoring/Remediation.

Custom Slotting & Perfing
PVC  CPVC  HDPE

8887 Green Valley Drive
Manhattan, KS  66502

1760-378

Mother’s Day is celebrated
in over 40 countries

during the month of May.
USA is Sunday, May12th

Hot dogs were
first put into buns
because they were
burning customers’

fingers when
served hot. 

���������������
	�
����

2003-1039

1998 Smeal 6T, 44,800 original miles on
truck, Rhino-lined bed, remote control,
sandline. Extremely nice clean rig.

Call Jeremy at 402-841-0535



DDDDooooeeeessss   yyyyoooouuuurrrr   rrrr iiii gggg   nnnneeeeeeeedddd   hhhheeee llll pppp????
WWe can te can take care of your new or not so new rig.ake care of your new or not so new rig.

RemountRemounts • Rebuilds • Overhaulss • Rebuilds • Overhauls

OOOOuuuurrrr   ddddiiiisssstttt rrrr iiiibbbbuuuuttttoooorrrrssss  aaaarrrreeee::::

DDDDrrrr iiii llll llll iiiinnnngggg  SSSSuuuuppppppppllllyyyy  &&&&  MMMM ffffgggg....
7777333300001111  HHHHwwwwyyyy  111188883333  SSSSoooouuuutttthhhh

AAAAuuuusssstttt iiiinnnn  TTTTXXXX    77778888777744444444
TTTTeeeellll ::::   ((((555511112222))))   222244443333--1111999988886666    FFFFaaaaxxxx::::   ((((555511112222))))   222244443333--1111000099991111

CCCChhhheeeecccckkkk   oooouuuutttt   oooouuuurrrr   WWWWeeeebbbb  ssss iiii tttteeee  ffffoooorrrr   aaaa  llll iiii ssss tttt   ooooffff   uuuunnnn iiii ttttssss   ffffoooorrrr   ssssaaaa lllleeee....
wwwwwwwwwwww....ddddssssmmmm--mmmmaaaayyyyhhhheeeewwww....ccccoooommmm
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SEMCO INC.SEMCO INC.
E-mail:E-mail:

semcopumphoist@gmail.comsemcopumphoist@gmail.com
www.SEMCOoflamar.comwww.SEMCOoflamar.com

CALL OUR TOLL-FREE NUMBER: 800-541-1562

PO Box 1216
7595 US Hwy 50

Lamar CO  81052-1216
719-336-9006

719-336-2402 Fax

Another thank-you goes out to 
our repeat customer:

Santa Rosa Well Service
Stanton, TX 

SEMCO S6,000 Pump Hoist, 44’ derrick extension, hot shift
PTO automatic transmission, sandreel 1,500' capacity,
hydraulic oil cooler, LED light kit, special customer paint colors,
(2) 36" toolboxes, (2) 96" toolboxes, 9’ steel flatbed, factory
mounted on customer's Ford F-450.

http://www.semcooflamar.com/
http://www.semcooflamar.com/
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